Appendix 3
Online survey comments

Date

Comment

Jan 29 2018
01:11 PM
Jan 29 2018
11:49 AM

Providing it goes on frontline officers and to the villages not just to
Cambridge City.
Funding should come from the government and you should not expect
the people to pay, you should stand up to the government. I have not
seen a police officer or police vehicle in our village for the last two years
but crime here is increasing. The government has the money but
chooses to use it elsewhere so I will not support paying more.
However, I am disappointed that St Ives Police Station is not open as it
would be good to nip in and talk to someone when I have a concern.
We need more officers

Jan 29 2018
11:44 AM
Jan 29 2018
11:43 AM
Jan 28 2018
08:56 PM

Jan 28 2018
02:22 PM

Jan 28 2018
12:27 PM

Jan 28 2018
09:35 AM

Jan 28 2018
07:19 AM
Jan 28 2018
02:39 AM
Jan 28 2018
01:59 AM

Jan 27 2018
08:13 PM

Why are we paying for police officers sitting on lay-by!
The police do not need fast cars.
Recoup this money directly from families who use the police a lot, drug
gangs and the lik.
why pay more for policing that doesn't exist apart from this time of year
when they want more money so you see them rushing around in there
brand new 4x4,s if they need more money cut the spending on new cars
i mean come on when there is a crime such as house robbery all you get
is they too busy and give you a crime no which is shameful they are
losing all respect from the public
No need to reduce officers, that's scare tactics, look for savings
elsewhere. Try saving money by introducing 1 single (national) uniform
and save the expense of uniforms being personalised. There must be a
massive saving to be had there. All it needs to say on a uniform is
"POLICE" if they are in Cambridge they will be Cambridge police so no
need to slap all these personalised and localised logos and names
everywhere.
As long as the additional money is spent on increasing the number of
PCSOs in particular. Our rural area (in Cambs but south of Newmarket)
is thinly populated by mostly isolated villages. Just seeing a police car is
a deterrent to some and a reassurance to others.
This is because there is no proof that the extra officers would be seen in
St Ives. I personally have not seen any in the area.
I live in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania but I think this option is best for the
people
l do not accept that the local force is under-manned. Rostas appear to
be based on the convenience of officers rather than the needs of the
service. During the daytime police vehicles speed past my address
constantly yet when l phoned to report a drunk driver causing a
disturbance at 1.a.m l was told the nearest vehicle was in Cambridge, 20
minutes away. Surely most crimes are committed during the hours of
darkness therefore at least as many officers should be on duty from 6pm
to 6am as during the day. This is clearly not the case.
Too much time spent making motorists criminals when resources should
be focused on catching knife carriers drug dealers not making motorists
who go one or two miles over the limit into criminals. Stop targeting easy

Jan 27 2018
07:03 PM
Jan 27 2018
05:39 PM
Jan 26 2018
06:31 PM

Jan 26 2018
04:44 PM

Jan 26 2018
03:44 PM
Jan 26 2018
02:35 PM
Jan 26 2018
02:02 PM
Jan 26 2018
01:51 PM
Jan 26 2018
01:21 PM
Jan 26 2018
10:28 AM
Jan 26 2018
08:50 AM
Jan 25 2018
02:42 PM
Jan 25 2018
02:07 PM

Jan 25 2018
12:03 PM
Jan 25 2018
11:41 AM
Jan 25 2018
10:38 AM
Jan 25 2018
09:25 AM

targets for good figures and start tackling the real criminals like people
traffickers
Back door tax. Who's next? Fire Service? Hospitals? Schools? Doctors?
Bin Collection? Endless opportunities for more back door taxes.
Although I fully understand the need to increase police officers I believe
the money can be obtained by better management for example end the
rental on the empty Waterbeach control room building and sell it
Ask the Government for more funding taxes are paid to cover this and it
should not be made our responsibility you have been elected to do the
job so do it
No more taxes from us tell the Government to re-instate the cutbacks
you have been forced to make and re- instate the policemen we have
lost. It’s your job.
We have chosen Option 3 for a number of reasons. Firstly we feel that
the number of officers should not be reduced but equivalent savings
found elsewhere. We discussed at length the other 2 options and
concluded that as we see absolutely no Police presence in our Parish it
would be highly unnacceptable to expect our parishioners to pay towards
either option especially as it would be highly unlikely that an increase of
officers would alter the current situation with regard to our locality.
Totally disagree with the continuous police funding cuts from
government this is an area along with the NHS which should have more
not less funding, disgraceful behavior from MP's
We def need more police officers especially in rural areas and I would
support this option without question.
As I've got older I have definately noticed the gradual disappearance of
viable officers. Hopefully an increase would go towards a more visible
police force.
your proposal of an additional £12pa represents an overall council tax
increase of about 0.5% for an additional 55 policemen - this is not value
for money.
How can we be sure that this £12 element will be used for increasing the
number of police officers and not for "pet projects"?
I'd also like to see an increase in special training or capability to deal
with victims of sexual crimes
The reduction in the numbers of police seen out on the streets as a
result of the financial cutbacks has been very noticeable.
I think there are enough officers, but not enough officers on the ground.
There are still too many "managers" - reduce senior officers that sit in
ivory towers attending meetings
Reduce number of police stations so officers have to actually get out and
about rather than doing "paperwork"
Increase rural officers - too much attention given to towns and cities, we
are the forgotten masses!
its a small price to pay for more Police Officers
As long as that actually happens!
I fully support the increase proposed as I feel this is the only way that our
police force can continue to look after residents in Cambridgeshire.
I am not willing to pay more council tax. You must be forced to make
savings. How about not having a deputy. How about not having a fund of
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Jan 25 2018
09:21 AM

Jan 25 2018
09:19 AM

Jan 25 2018
09:05 AM
Jan 25 2018
09:04 AM

Jan 24 2018
11:39 PM
Jan 24 2018
10:28 PM
Jan 24 2018
09:57 PM
Jan 24 2018
08:48 PM
Jan 24 2018
08:39 PM

£60,000 which you waste on youth groups. How about still using
functionally good laptops instead of giving them away.
I believe Police should be funded by central government out of general
taxation. That way better off people pay more that the poorest. Your
suggestions 1 & 2 are putting the Police burden on everyone regardless
of income.
The Parish Council understand the need to raise additional Precept in
order to increase front line policing and would definitely like to see more
Police Officers about, but the Council is not convinced that increasing
our residents’ Council Tax by £1 per week would actually provide rural
residents with additional benefits.
We rarely see any Police Officers around the village these days, or
PCSOs. We used to have a PCSO regularly walking around the village,
meeting and talking to people, engaging with the Parish Council and
residents. We know we have a PCSO allocated to our village and we do
keep in contact with him however the Parish Council receives many
comments from residents about the lack of Police presence and would
£12 per year on each household actually benefit us?
If the Policing Precept is to be raised could you guarantee that those
residents in rural areas will see the benefit? The Council understands
that we need more Police Officers but will our additional funding help?
Efficiencies should be sought.
None, my suggestion would be for you to start to pull away from Herts
and beds, we were in a better position before this debacle started. The
£12 will go into someone's pocket. Also will this £12 be an addition to
the yearly upgrade? Start using police properly, you must see that
prevention is better than cure!!! You are all wasting money on petrol, if
you had the traffic cars posted properly and not travelling to Herts or
beds, or officers travelling backwards and forwards to two other
counties.
Cannot afford any increase on my pension.
Happy for this if it means more of a police presence in our area.
I firmly feel we need to see more police officers out and about on our
streets
In my opinion Health and Social Care are higher priorities for additional
funding than Police
I was the victim of a drive by burglary - I gave chase and tore my calf.
The car was on ringed VRN, I was on crutches for three weeks, had four
months of physio, and lost a hedgetrimmer worth over £400. The case
was referred to an officer who was on vacation, and it took a month of
me pestering for anyone to even take a statement. I don't blame our
fantastic officers; policing in this area is simply at breaking point on
current staffing.
We also have a huge number of speeders in our rural village. Casual
speeding in 30mph areas, and so called 'petty' domestic burglary are
things that present a huge danger, and eat away at communities. While
politicians might not see them as comparable to people trafficking and
drugs, these things still matter to communities and the police need the
staffing and budgets to be able to spread their time more evenly
amongst the range of issues that are important to tax payers.
p.s. PLEASE deploy the camera van into a more inclusive rota to
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Jan 24 2018
08:18 PM

Jan 24 2018
07:29 PM
Jan 24 2018
07:23 PM

Jan 24 2018
07:21 PM
Jan 24 2018
06:46 PM
Jan 24 2018
05:58 PM
Jan 24 2018
05:21 PM
Jan 24 2018
05:10 PM

support villages... using objective, forward-looking evidence like
speedwatch stats to prevent future deaths and injuries, rather than
retrospective accident sites and unimaginative A14 bridges, would be a
welcome step forwards in local road safety.
Personally I would be prepared for a more radical increase but
appreciate that not all can afford to do so. However, this needs to be an
ongoing year on year process of ensuring that Cambridgeshire has
enough manpower to provide the service that is needed to stem the
seemingly inadequate police response to crime in general !!!
Get rid of the useless PCSO's and use the savings to employ Police
Officers who will have full powers
Both myself and my neighbour had a trade vans burgled in the same,
night. We lost in excess of £5000, we were both told do our own
investigations re cctv and question neighbors and neither of us had a
single police officer show up or even help with anything on that day. If
they cannot be bothered to help then why should I think they could be
bothered when or if there were more officers or they were paid more
money. Crime is on the increase, show an improvement before asking
for more. I don’t feel I can rely on police for any help for crimes
committed in Huntingdon. The un reported crime rate in our areas is on
the increase because people don’t get any support from the police.
Why should we pay for police, when we never see any of them in the
villages
Personally, I would be prepared to pay an extra £4 per month to make
up the shortfall with other regions
providing that this is how the money is spent and more emphasis is put
on rural policing .
Would pay more to allow additional officers to be recruited.

Jan 24 2018
03:46 PM

I feel that the office of the Crime Commissioner has take far to much out
of the police budget. Great saving could be made by doing away with
this political department.
In fact, I would be willing to see a larger increase if the option was
available.
Worth ever penny but get searius about coursing before an innocent
person is killed or Polieman
Increase it by £5 PM and have more police on the streets ASAP cant the
government see criminals are running free with no one to stop them?
Open more police stations i.e. Chatteris
I'd agree to an increase of 50p per household - lots of working families
are struggling to pay their bills and mortgage and my family work within
the police force, and/or have received minimal pay rises.
if people want more officers they have to be paid for. We "Little Paxton
Parish Council are doing a comm unity plan as I'm sure other Parish
Council's are. Would it be an idea to ask that this question is asked in
that questionnaire. I am all for this increase as I think just the presence
of officers can be a deterrent. jean
Didn't know we still had a police force per se, as no policemen speed
through our village anymore.

Jan 24 2018
03:36 PM

So lets get rid of the Police Force and pay someone else to do the job
they do not want to do anymore.
I am sure the increase on front line police officers will decrease the
burglaries,drug traffic more careful driving within the city and town

Jan 24 2018
04:59 PM
Jan 24 2018
04:25 PM
Jan 24 2018
04:13 PM
Jan 24 2018
03:55 PM
Jan 24 2018
03:48 PM
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Jan 24 2018
03:08 PM

Jan 24 2018
02:59 PM

Jan 24 2018
02:50 PM

Jan 24 2018
02:46 PM
Jan 24 2018
02:39 PM

centres, certainly as an 80+ year old I would feel safer whilst walking
around. It will also give confidence building to the existing police officers.
My option is the police do an excellent job and they deserve to receive
more money from the government so they can carry out the work they do
, i have several friends and family who are and were in the police force .
i think an increase in the council tax would be welcome by 70 % of of
Cambridge residents.
As for driving i think that using of telephone at the wheel should carry
stiffer penalty ie a twelve months ban for first offence as this is as bad as
drink driving as you are not paying attention and can and dose cost lives
. The advert on the radio saying about the red X on a motorway well to
me it mean Danger first thing is slow down then indicate to a safe lane i
see this when driving up the M6 and some people leave it till the last
minute and no indication i could go on and on .
I just hope all the forces over the country are given and increase funding
as all resident in the country need the police to continue the great work
the police do
the increase of 55 police officers seem to be a very small amount of
police considering that crimes are getting out of hand. however, if the
planned number are given the proper role in protecting people and
preventing crimes in the first instance, then crimes level should drop.
some of the police should be on bicycles and on foot around the local
villages and not riding in cars! there is a gang of youths intimidating,
harassing and stealing from other cyclists and pedestrians (at night)
along the footpaths from Great Shelford to Addenbrookes on a daily
basis! these youths need to be detained and jailed for their crimes
however the local police do not seem to be interested at all..Why are the
police so determined to catch drivers only?? cyclists in Cambridge and
surrounding villages do not have lights, bells, helmets and they speed
past red lights, damage cars, hurting pedestrians. they should be on the
spot money fines if they are caught breaking the law but these do not
happen and so, there are no prevention.
the planned numbers are doable if they are allocated correctly. i.e.
concentrate on actual crimes and preventing crimes. some of the police
officers should be on bicycles to crack down gangs of youths on bicycles
harrassing, intimidating and stealing from other cyclists and pedestrians
along the footpath between Great Shelford and Addenbrookes Hospital.
Also with regards to road safety, police officers should issue immediate
money fines to any cyclists using the road without lights, bells, helmets,
light colour jackets and also jumping red lights, hitting at pedestrians and
cars whilst cycling at speed.
these are actual daily crimes committed and no police are interested ! I
hope you will read my survey and consider action to be taken urgently.
That is providing our village gets to see a regular PCSO officer around to
get to know the concern Alf crime , and anti social behaviour in our
village.
St Ives is funded to have 21 police officers but only 9 are allocated to the
role. Explain why there is a shortfall of Police/PCSO’s under the current
funding before asking for more funds. We hardly ever see a police
officer/PCSO on our streets anyway, more often than not flying by in a
police car.
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Jan 24 2018
02:08 PM

Jan 24 2018
02:08 PM
Jan 24 2018
01:49 PM
Jan 24 2018
01:36 PM
Jan 24 2018
01:29 PM

Jan 24 2018
01:27 PM
Jan 24 2018
01:24 PM
Jan 24 2018
01:15 PM

Jan 24 2018
01:14 PM
Jan 24 2018
01:05 PM
Jan 24 2018
01:03 PM
Jan 24 2018
12:28 PM
Jan 24 2018
10:52 AM
Jan 24 2018
09:45 AM

Jan 23 2018
08:48 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:47 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:45 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:44 PM

I would agree to extra funding if we received the service, we don’t and
that’s why I choose option 3.
In know that PCSOs are a very important part of community policing.
They get to know their patch well and to know how and where to find out
information and to prevent disturbance. Although they do not have the
same powers as police officers they are as effective as police officers for
a large part of 'policing ' a patch and giving confidence to the public.
With todays technology being worn by officers is it necessary for officers
to walk in pairs as much as they do now?
I think £12 per year for band D and above is far too little. I live in a band
D property and would gladly pay at least £50 a year more.
If this amount of money brings More Police Officers onto our Streets etc.
then it is Most worthwhile.
As long as the money did go directly to frontline policing
This support for option 1 is contingent upon reducing the cost of the
Office of the Cambridgeshire PCC by at least 75%. Why does the PCC
need a deputy? One on one line management roles are typically stripped
out of efficient private sector organisations.
We need more officers to deal with the public feeling of being unsafe and
abandoned by local policing.
55 Front line response officers on team not back room part time or
seconded to niche minority squads
As far as I am concerned this increase MUST be conditional on rural
villages seeing a Police presence ON A REGULAR BASIS in order to
effect enforcement on so many law breaking events & happenings from
yellow line parking to more serious actions!
My council tax is now over £2000 a year. When I first moved into this
house, in 1994 it was about £660. We cannot keep affording these
increases.
My choice would be option 1 or option 2 but not option 3, how will that
help improve things?
Providing that the money is used only for this option and for nothing else.
But I don't believe it make much difference there needs to be more of a
presence to deter crime
I'd be happy to pay more and have even more police available
None of the above, really: I believe that getting rid of the Police
Commissioner would save money (salary, pension, overheads must be
considerable). Also, I understand that the proposed increase in Police
Constables is due to the loss of PCSOs, so your initial statement may be
misleading.
Just lost my husband, more police make me feel safer
Feel quite safe, happy to maintain current position. Thank you for taking
the time to ask. There should be more of this public consultation - NHS
should do this
Happy to pay more. Don't waste on...
Happy to pay more than £2 II
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Jan 23 2018
08:43 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:40 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:40 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:38 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:37 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:36 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:33 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:30 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:28 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:28 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:27 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:26 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:25 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:24 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:21 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:16 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:13 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:12 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:11 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:09 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:07 PM
Jan 23 2018
08:01 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:59 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:56 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:54 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:52 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:51 PM

Happy to pay more than £2
We need more police
STOP HARE COURSING - I want to see results!
More police
Provided money is to fight crime
Need more police officers
So something about 'pretend' homeless people. they are ripping people
off. Not genuine homeless
Very happy to pay £12
Son is a police officer
Son is a police officer
Why not double that
Happy to pay more - even more than £2. Want to see a difference, feet
on the ground
raise it more
No problem
Happy to pay extra
We need more policemen
More officers needed
Happy to pay more
Yes please, they need more here!
Happy to support the Commissioner
Why Not, Would Pay more
Most definitely
Very Supportive, we need more police
Yes
Definitely
Shed Burglary Victim II
Shed Burglary victim
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Jan 23 2018
07:50 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:44 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:44 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:39 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:35 PM
Jan 23 2018
07:32 PM
Jan 23 2018
01:48 PM
Jan 23 2018
01:47 PM
Jan 23 2018
01:46 PM
Jan 23 2018
01:34 PM

Parking in St Neots Market Square needs more policing

Jan 23 2018
12:08 PM

Like the NHS the police request more funding without seemingly
reviewing their management and operational structure. Simply giving
more money without looking at other issues may be counterproductive.
As much as I'd like more officers, we already have one of the highest
council taxes in the country, and record increases announced.
Should be centrally funded by Government and not passed onto Council
Tax precepts.
I hope this would help increase visible police presence.

Jan 23 2018
09:53 AM
Jan 22 2018
08:32 PM
Jan 22 2018
08:30 PM
Jan 22 2018
07:05 PM
Jan 22 2018
03:58 PM

Jan 22 2018
03:05 PM

YES
Supportive of Police, Not council. Get rid of town councils.
More Specials
I would be happy for a greater increase based on a graded council tax
banding approach.
Best Choice
Excellent service, when I was burgled the police were superb
Very happy to pay more - its only two or three beers a year!
No visibility - haven't seen an officer for around twelve months, need to
be walking around. Former Police Officer
The PCC office has already wasted nearly £200K of the overall police
budget this year on Jason's bid to expand his empire into the fire
brigade.
Before any increases above average pay increases for public sector
workers is even considered, more efficiencies should be found.
Start with abolishing the Deputy PCC role, slim down the entire bloated
PCC office, stop giving money to other organisations like the church who
can afford to pay for their own crime prevention efforts.

We need more Police as our area is growing and with easier access by
road and train it's easier for criminals from other areas to infiltrate our
area
The Christchurch Parish Council feels that this increase can not be
justified - our parish has a zero police presence; I am told the is no
Police Patrol Plan covering the parish.
There have recently been some incidents and the parishioners would
feel safer if there was at least some presence at times. Our current
PCSO is currently off long term sick, so we have no-one to contact
outside of 999 or 101.
The Parish contributes sufficient income via Council Tax to cover the
cost of a permanent police presence living in the parish - they appreciate
this is not how things work anymore, but I trust you understand the point
being made.
.. but only on the basis that we have actually some police presence in
our village. The single PCSO that we share with other villages is
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Jan 22 2018
02:05 PM
Jan 22 2018
01:44 PM

Jan 22 2018
01:02 PM
Jan 22 2018
10:30 AM
Jan 21 2018
10:51 PM

Jan 21 2018
08:56 PM
Jan 21 2018
07:42 PM
Jan 21 2018
05:14 PM
Jan 21 2018
01:59 PM
Jan 21 2018
12:03 PM

Jan 21 2018
09:03 AM
Jan 20 2018
07:20 PM

Jan 20 2018
07:30 AM
Jan 19 2018
08:05 PM

Jan 19 2018
07:52 PM

completely insufficient for addressing the anti social/ drug taking that
takes place outside The beeches community centre.
It is important to ensure that high visibility Policing reassures the public
Perhaps a reduction in wage could be taken by the Police and Crime
Commissioner to pay for extra officers on the ground
A few years ago this was not even a job. Funds must be taken from the
police budget every single year to pay for this post
Only if I see more police officers in my area
Phone - Budget has been cut too far by central government, anxious that
for that sort of money there will be more constables on a ground level.
Only a vague reason for extra policing without any evidence given.
Are there targets that homeowners will be able to notice in reduction of
crime in this area?
Most detection is still at shockingly low effectiveness.
No plans given here for the extra staff so there are no clear targets in
mind and improvements are unlikely.
Absolutely agree that you need to have the additional officers - the cuts
to central funding have gone too far and this needs sorting out.. but that
won't be quick so option 1 it is..
This is a great way of consulting residents.The link between the increase
and the purpose of the money collected enables us to hold you
accountable for your actions
get rid of expensive P.C.C. which is a political appointment and use the
saving to get more front line police offers
It would be good to see police out on the streets on the beat or patroling
in cars. Currently, you very rarely see any police at all.
Having lived in Cambridge for 30 years we have witnessed the sad
decline in police numbers in fact to see a police person actually on the
ground is a rarity they are almost like an endangered species.
As a result the public in general have lost confidence in the police force.
One way to d t d esidents can conto is to return to the policy of
appointing a neibourhood beat officer deadicate a particular district,
Someone that regularly visits the district,perhaps by bike, who residents
get to know and also hold a regular surgery to provide an opportunity to
raise matters of concern. I would like to say e.more but have run out of
spac
Additional officers can be provided from savings made by doing away
with the Police Commisioners Post and his staff, returning to the
sensible old system.
I agree with having more front line officers. In the long run this would
hopefully reduce crime to some degree and so save money in other
ways. E.G Damage to property, homes and businesses. It should also
help to prevent some crime by having a more recognisable presence
Government should increase funding we should not be taxed further
Woefully underfunded sector, like other core public services. The
savings and efficiencies you quote aren’t something to be proud of most residents don’t feel there is a police force anymore. There should
be much greater investment.
The problem with 50 officers divided into 3 shifts over Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough is on the ground it will make very little difference
when, it took the police 3 days to turn up at a friend of mines garage
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Jan 19 2018
07:15 PM
Jan 19 2018
07:01 PM
Jan 19 2018
04:19 PM
Jan 19 2018
02:51 PM

Jan 19 2018
01:42 PM
Jan 18 2018
08:33 PM
Jan 18 2018
02:09 PM

Jan 18 2018
12:13 PM

Jan 18 2018
11:59 AM

Jan 18 2018
10:21 AM
Jan 18 2018
09:55 AM
Jan 18 2018
09:41 AM
Jan 18 2018
09:14 AM
Jan 17 2018
10:31 PM

Jan 17 2018
08:08 PM

when it was broke into.12 pounds from every house in Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough must equate to more than 50 officers where is the rest
of the money going.
An additional £12 per household each year is trivial. I'd be happy to pay
significantly more for properly funded policing.
Stop scaremongering and find the savings elsewhere.
Pay more tax nationally or locally as long as an increase (55 PCs) is
seen.
Double it and have 110 more PCs fighting local crime.
I would be happy to pay the additional £1 per month providing this
additional money was RING FENCED to pay for the additional; 55
FRONT LINE officers. I would not want this additional money to be
swallowed up by administration, or increasing the salaries to those at the
top of the chain of command. It's essential that members of the public
see more front line officers on a day to day basis.
Get rid of the police commissioner let the police run the force and the
money saved can pay for extra Bobbie on the beat
Would we actually see the Police though, we get quoted these figures
then we get a Police Commissioner and more managers to deal with
increased calls nobody to actually provide the required support.
I agree with option one I would like to see somebody taken to court for
carrying a knife and a proper sentence given them just for carrying a
knife let the public know that it’s not acceptable in any shape or form to
carry a knife anywhere
We need more front line old fashioned beat officers that act as a
deterrent as well as being able to respond quickly locally
This DOES not mean more Traffic Police as motorists are an easy
target. Redeploy Traffic Police to beat policing please
If you could ensure police do the jobs they have previously done
ie,investigate all crimes, not go soft on petty crime/drugs , not be social
workers, not withhold evidence to get a result in court,
not registering crimes to massage figures, I would willingly pay another
£12 but that will only go on running more red tape and surveys like this.
GO BACK TO BASICS AND GET THE POLICE FORCE TO BE A
FEARED DETERANT AGAIN NOT AN ARM OF SOCIAL SERVICES.
DO THE CRIME, DO THE TIME REGARDLESS OF WHO YOU ARE.
I feel this is a small amount to pay for the extra benefits of more police
presence which is urgently needed to combat the increase in crime in
our area.
On behalf of Teversham Parish Council
I would like to see this match funded by the government.
Only if this is spent on frontline staff.
I’m happy to pay the extra £1 if we actually see police in the area occasionally patrolling at night especially with all the breakins we have
had lately. Also the high st and clone road have excessive spewing
issues - it would be good to see an officer here time to time
Your survey shows bias in the phrasing of the question. It is not that I
wish to reduce officer numbers, but I do not wish for an increase it what I
have to pay.
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Jan 17 2018
05:15 PM
Jan 17 2018
03:44 PM
Jan 17 2018
03:43 PM
Jan 17 2018
02:29 PM
Jan 17 2018
02:17 PM
Jan 17 2018
01:34 PM
Jan 17 2018
01:23 PM
Jan 17 2018
12:57 PM
Jan 17 2018
12:54 PM
Jan 17 2018
12:42 PM
Jan 17 2018
09:48 AM
Jan 17 2018
09:03 AM
Jan 17 2018
08:48 AM
Jan 17 2018
08:13 AM
Jan 17 2018
07:39 AM
Jan 16 2018
11:29 PM
Jan 16 2018
10:36 PM
Jan 16 2018
10:05 PM
Jan 16 2018
09:36 PM

Jan 16 2018
09:09 PM
Jan 16 2018
08:46 PM

The additional savings should come from reducing staffing wages of the
upper echelon leadership tiers and the ridiculous spend on a two tier
chief constable and commissioner system.
I agree with option 1. Thank you.
Option 1
A middle ground funding 25extra officers would be my optimum choice
By eliminating the position of Police Commissioner no further savings in
Police budget would be needed
the increase is nominal compared to the benefits derived
provided we actually see the presence of officers on the streets, and
also attendance of officers at the scenes of crimes when the crime has
happened and not days later
My Council Tax is already far too high, and I believe we are paying more
money and getting less in return.
Phone - if we want more services we have to pay more, but would prefer
every tax band to be raised by £1 rather than a scaled system.
No more than £15 a year for band E please
I would be happy with this increase if it meant there is going to be more
of a police presence in the villages and not just the towns.
but only where this sees an increase in rural (villages) front policing
which has been poor of late i.e. not just in the town centres ..
Only provided they were real front line police officers and not just traffic
police or police speed van staff
For us, this would be conditional on having a local police presence in St
Ives - preferably by Re-opening the police station
We need to have visible police officers so I support the increase..
Although I am happy to support additional officers, they need to be
deployed efficiently and not be to the detriment of other functions or
frontline staff (such as PCSOs).
I have no problem paying this for extra police officers who are visible and
a deterrent to the ever increasing ASB and lower level crime visible all
across the county.
Of course, this assumes that economies and savings will also continue.
I am happy to pay extra for the police, The whole of UK police forces
appear to be underfunded and struggling to deal with crimes...seems like
“Domestics” call outs waste a lot of their time and dealing with people
who have mental issues...or drunks, in my opinion I think that is not their
job to deal with people suffering mental problems or alcohol related stuff
it’s more of an illness not a crime and therefore a medical problem ie
hospital or doctors or maybe special units should deal with those
types..just my opinion!
And there is not much respect these days for police officers.
Would pay more
Assuming all appropriate steps are taken to cut waste and ineffective
practices.
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Happy to pay more if we see more police
Sort out the cost of the taxpayer funded pensions and benefits first if you
want to reduce costs and increase Officers. Perhaps if the "golden"
benefits which the vast majority of the working public will never have as
they have to fund the public sector were changed then I could agree with
an increase, until that it is changed I do not wish to be taxed yet again.
I'd pay even more than that to support policing
will we get a detailed report on how the money will be spent and a
reassurance we are getting value for the money.
will it go only to cambs and not into the combined pot. ie herts beds
cambs.
will the money go into operational hours for cambs police
(boots on the ground) and in particular fenland
have you considered a reduction in the over bloated management side
of policing
I am a band D payer,such a small increase for so much gain.
I do not feel we are getting anything like value for money currently so
why woukd I wish to increase spending.
In the hope that more minor crimes, eg burglaries, which are major
crimes to the victims, can be investigated more thoroughly.
I think the council tax money isn’t spent wisely and I would like the police
to get a greater share without householders having to suffer larger
payments.
I do not agree with the position of the Police and Crime Commissioner ,
the assistant PCC and any additional costs associated with these
positions.
Chief Constables should have the authority to control budgets and hire
and fire and not the PCC.
Would pay double that if needed
Make additional savings, put in place proper policing, stop keep issuing
surveys that cost money, concentrate on running police force not other
emergency services, take the role of PCC as full time & give up all the
'Council' work so as to devote time to running the police service.
This in my view is a small price to pay for a more efficient police service.
The police commissioner hasn't given any details of why 55 officers is
optimal. Huntingdonshire is one of the safest areas of the country.
Therefore will go with the recommendation but very disappointing to see
no rationale.
As a pensioner living in St.Ives, I am concerned about any increases as
my pensions do not increase by a similar amount to cover these
proposed increases.
As it is my council tax will as usual increase for which a proportion is for
policing.
I have to say that in my 12 years of living in St.Ives I have never seen a
policeman patrolling the Burleigh road area.
If it was just £1 a month equating to 55 officers great, but how many if
any would St.Ives benefit.
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if we answers to my queries I could give a positive answer to the above
questions
It’s only £1 but gives safer town! We need 55 officers more just in
fenland !
As pensioners we are constantly seeking ways of stretching our
pensions to meet increasing living costs or even "going without". There is
no way we can avoid the annual rise in council tax which eats into April's
pension increase or, as on past occasions, swallows it up entirely. No, in
large organizations it must surely be possible to find savings.
The problem is the burden of pensions. For every pound spent 40p goes
to people who used to work for the police.
This is a one off only I would not like to be an annual conducted
exceptional increase
I think it is disgusting to ask residents to pay for a service they are
already paying for in their council tax. If you want 'more' police then do
not get rid of the current PCSOs. It is up to you as the commissioner to
find the funds then manage the funds. It is not the responsibility of public
to pay an additional charge for a service they already pay for.
As it stands I am not satisfied with the current service I am already
paying for.
Having the right level of resource is absolutely paramount for every
organisation and every business . I would rather spend more money and
increase the number of police officers - as long as in return you make
sure those officers are focusing on appropriate front line duties.
as long as officers were increased on the street
As long as we can see more police about then i'm all for it but at the
moment I never see one.
i have the utmost respect for the job our officers do, this is a tiny drop in
the ocean and feel more should be done for them.
The large number of burglaries in St Ives would indicate that more
policemen are neede d particularly during the hours of darkness
I would like more information about what extra police would be used for
before agreeing to pay extra tax to fund them.
Provided the money does actually go on 55 police officers - on patrol!
If we are to have an effective and operational police force then it needs
to be properly funded. My son is an officer in another force so I
understand the crisis policing faces not being able to respond as they
would wish. I would be happy to contribute more than this if necessary.
I think it would be a good idea to expect the police to contribute towards
their pensions
More visible policing .particularly in East Chesterton
Anti-social behaviour, inconsiderate parking ,blocking pavements to the
detriment of disabled,visually impaired ,families with small children
speeding
Good to see at least one a politician in our County that has a grip and is
doing something about improving a public service. More officers will be
needed to support the huge increase in population.
Fully support as long as other agencies start to get their act together
also. Too much pushed to Policing that they shouldn’t be dealing with.
Sensible approach. Government grants have reduced and the gap has
to be plugged either by our taxes nationally or locally in any case. If this
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is the only flexibility the PCC has to get more finance into the
organisation while making considerable savings then hats off to him.
Happily pay more, would be good to see a few more visibly in the
community
I’m a longer standing resident of St Ives and feel safe but appreciate that
if there are other areas in the County that need more officers to deal with
more serious issues then I’m happy to pay a bit more. I don’t listen to
those to have unqualified views in social media.
Good to see many savings and efficiencies already found.
Support wholeheartedly. If we want a better service we will have to pay
a bit more
Yes please
Find savings.
Can we rely on the CLAIM that all of the additional £1 will be devoted to
an increased number of officers?
We need more officers but this should come from income tax and central
gov. council tax in too high here already. The gov keeps cutting funds to
local councils, so the council gets the blame reduced services. I suspect
police commissioners were created so they could take the blame.
However I would add a proviso to accepting this option, in that it is
guaranteed as much as it practical that the officers will serve in
Cambridgeshire and not fall into the officers that are used over the three
force areas. I also ask that when so much is being done within the three
forces to reduce costs why we still have three chief constables and
senior management teams and the Police and Crime commissioners as I
would imagine their costs are on the high side.
I support your proposal, however, I am really concerned about the
service given as it stands, criminal offences are being poorly
investigated, officers from Cambridgeshire are spending increasing
amount of time in Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire.
I am also very disturbed by the fact that the force decided to retain an
ACC who pleaded guilty to a gross misconduct charge, yet sack a PC
who is found guilty of the same offence.
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The PCC and ACPO team must prove they are capable of strong
leadership and provide a proper level of service for the people of
Cambridgeshire.
I am minded to support any funding initiative that returns local visible 24
hr policing into our market towns and cities but I am unable to support an
increase in tax while it is evident the collaboration with Herts and Beds is
counter productive to this. How can I be guaranteed funding is used IN
Cambridgeshire. I’m afraid in the main collaboration has been more
expensive and dwindled the resources for local policing.
More police officers urgently needed to deal with anti social behaviour in
and around our village.
yes to £12 per year increase - telephone 16:50 15/11
I am very keen to understand the operational hours spent in
Cambridgeshire and Fenland in particular of officers and staff operating
as part of Joint Protected services in the try county. Including roads
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policing, major crime, armed policing, learning and development and
human resources. Do staff in Cambridgeshire incurring travel and
working time costs moving out of Cambs into Beds and Herts for face to
face services from these teams. Are we getting value for money?
Continue with Police numbers as present, Crime in the region is
changing as is the whole country, with more Crimes within the Cyber
Crime area.
Some Crimes in area are drink or drug related, but to a small percentage
to the Population of the Region.
As an octogenarian I have no experience of using Surveymonkey and so
could not access it to give a response concerning the alternatives
spoken of in the Hunts Post article on funding extra police officers. I
would be in favour of paying an extra £1 a month provided that meant
we would see more officers in the community. I appreciate the days are
long gone since one saw bobbies on the beat in towns and villages ready to give advice and stop antisocial behaviour, minor infringements
of the law and bye-laws cycling on pavements, cycling without lights (I
was nearly knocked over by one recently - he hadn’t seen me) but I
would feel a lot safer especially in the hours of darkness; since so many
street lights have been removed in residential areas Iwe rarely go out
after dark.
The request is justifiable, as long as we do see an increase in police
precense throughout the county.
I would be willing to pay more than the £1 per month so that police
officers could be more visable on our streets
The central government should fund local government properly rather
than allowing large corporate donors to get away with paying their fair
share of tax.
You could find savings by not having a deputy PCC or not having a PCC
at all and by reducing the expenses given to councillors.
an increase in officers is needed to improve response times especially
for high risk situations like domestic abuse where victims and children
are in need of safeguarding
Although in principle we support this move history tells us the money
ends up going elsewhere i.e. the vehicle road tax was originally used to
maintain our roads!!!
I work with another Criminal Justice statutory agency and also live in
Huntingdon so I am aware of how busy our police force is on a
professional and personal perspective. it is good that some extra money
can come from local constituents if they are prepared to pay. I would be
happy to pay an extra £1 for more police officers.
But we never see police officers in rural area now, would this increase
mean we would?
I feel that the billions we give away to other countries should be
dramatically reduced to pay for the shortfall in our police,NHS, military,
social care and the justice system.
The government pays police forces, as well as local taxpayers. My
council tax bill already increases each year by more than my pension
increase and services reduce. Time to make cuts to high-pay in council
and police forces, and get govt to increase funding.
I live in St Ives and am really happy with Policing we have but realise
that Police need more help overall in some of the more challenging
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areas. Happy to pay more than the £1 a month if it would help support
our Police.
Option 1 is my choice for funding.
If we are going to actually see Police walking the beat in our towns and
burglaries would be investigated , I would be in favour of paying an extra
£1.00 a month.
REDUCTION OR REMOVAL OF THE VERY EXPENSIVE POLICE AND
CRIME COMKJISSIONERS OFFICE WOULD ALSO GO A LONG WAY
TO PROVIDING THE POLICING WE NEED.
Need more officers
More police on the ground
I'm not a police supporter but we do need police and more of them!
Get rid of PCSOs, but need much more than £12.00, and if you call an
ambulance you should pay the cost of the callout
I agree
We need more police (2)
That's not much is it?
Police officer (with thanks)
Can understand why you need it
Fantastic
Absolutely - very supportive. The Commissioner is a lovely man
We need more police
I prefer option 1
Yes! (out of area)
Supportive
Fully supportive
We need more police
Charge more if you want
Definitely would pay so long as places like Farcet get a better response
and we see more police
You do a really good job, Commissioner!
That would help
Peterborough
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Excellent
Son is a PCSO
The more the better - Fletton
N/A
This is a massive increase in council tax for just one element of the cost.
It would be interesting to get a national comparison for the whole council
tax not just the policing element. However, ultimately we feel that we
need more police officers locally in St Neots and would be dismayed if
our contribution didn't get a proportion of the 55
Having seen the e-mail from the Chief Constable say his changes from
April will have an extra 50 officers. Are saying your extra £1 would also
generate another 55 officers? !!!!!
Its sad that you’re having to ask this. The police do an amazing job and
an extra pound is ok. But the problem is we pay out what we bring in
leaving no room for savings and no room to plan a future. That is always
going to be a problem for hardworking people and families.
I feel the money already allocated is being tied up in the sort of cases
only affecting a minority of the general public,eg slavery ,historic sex
cases.therefore there will never be enough money in the kitty.
Where are the currently-established officers? Visibility on the streets is a
significant issue and the figures show that in PE27 we only benefit from
9 out of an established 21 officers.
I do not have any confidence that an increase in Council Tax precept will
result in more visible officers serving the community.
Read the letter from St Ives Matters, I agree with this whole heartedly
Find Savings
As long as it means we get the support and visibility of them in our
villages every day
Rather pay £2 a month and get 110 new officers!!
I would like a review after 1 year to see how much effect the extra
charge has had on crime in rural areas. If no measurable improvement
then the charge should be dropped for rural areas.
This is a brilliant idea!
Such a pity we can't persuade Theresa May to increase the income tax
rate to 21%. That would make such a difference to NHS etc too.
Put the added money where it is most needed, not necessarily Police
officers, some support for victims? A voice on the 'phone?
Other services have to make savings, the police should be no different.
as a pensioner on fixed income, £12 a year is a lot out of my budget.
Can I suggest that that this is used for actual sighting of 'bobbies on the
beat'. We only see 'coppers' in Huntingdon when a film crew is present
and only then, see them in pairs only until the filming's finished.
One bobby on a beat criss-crossing the town centre during the day is
worth a pound a month from me ! ! ok?
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The reintroduction of visible officers in Ramsey and surrounding areas
needs to be addressed immediately. Crime is up and continuing to rise
as a result of zero police presence
Would happily pay extra to have more police
Might I suggest that to reduce the police electricity bill somebody
switches off the bright lights that surround the closed/part time police
station in St Ives. They appear to all be on all through the night.
We desperately need more officers
Would like two know if it would mean more bobbies walking our streets,
making people feel safer.
I hope that if there is a good majority for option 1, it might encourage the
government to increase your funding still further.
Do I conclude that 55 officers in the county implies that there will be one
more officer per 24 hours of manning at each unit in the County?
Save ££££ by abolishing the role of Police Commissioner.
we are already doing fine
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3.
Where are our missing police officers?
Waste of money as we are already paying for a considerable amount.
Why don’t the other areas which the St Ives officers have been sent to
raise their own council tax and hire an adequate amount of their own,
resulting in St Ives having their police officers back as then this wouldn’t
be an issue
Perhaps we could consider not funding a newly elected Mayor or police
and crime commissioner. We have at the moment a Parish Council,
Town Council, district council as well as a county council. Do we really
need all these authorities, perhaps cutting back on wages of these
people, the money could then be spent on more police officers.
I will happily pay £2 £3 extra a month if it will see more police on the
streets and reduce work pressure on those still in the service.
There are so many burglaries that something must be done.
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
It’s disgraceful that local people are being hoodwinked in this way and
being ‘asked’ to pay more council tax when we have already lost police
officers in the town. To pose the question in this unevidenced and
blatantly biased way is a travesty of local accountability and certainly
NOT a balanced and fair weighing up of actual community need and how
a vital statutory public service is resourced at a time when so many more
of us are struggling financially as it is. This is not ‘consultation’ - it
doesn’t even come near it!
but can they be more visible e.g. patrol parks at night where people are
hanging about. Get to know who they are and if causing trouble
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St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
It would be good to see existing police officers out and about. The only
time you se them in cars with blue lights flashing rushing from one
incident to another.
I would want to know how the increase in police officers would impact on
the service that is already provided - what would the benefits to the
community be and how would this be evaluated
Any increase over and above increase in average earnings is
unacceptable.
No
Sham. This survey is worded so as to be an insult to impartiality and
intelligence.
We absolutely need to invest, if we end up with a surplus of officers they
can spend time speaking in schools
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
A more visible presence is good.
I already pay enough & have zero service
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
Completely support, the sooner the better! Too many people are
committing crimes and making home owners feel vulnerable we need to
fight back!
We need more police and for such a small amount, we get so much.
There should be no lncrease in Council Tax.
There should be more money from government.
The options formulated above demonstrate the complete failure of the
present government.
Why are the council reserves not able to fund the emergency we find
now with the police and be able to regain the security and safety we
once enjoyed in the community.
I would however like these police officers to tackle nuisance parking (i.e.
on pavements affecting pedestrians and in cycle lanes affecting cyclists)
I would also like more done about dangerous driving, where this results
in aggression towards or injury of cyclists. These are areas of crime
which are not currently taken very seriously by the police in this county.
I don't believe paying for more police officers will actually make an
impact to where I live (St Ives). I think those police officers would be
working in Peterborough or Huntingdon not St Ives.
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More police officers are required. I would recommend £2.
Should be double
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
Not to be spent on an assistant police commissionaire has is being
suggested.
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
Find equivalent savings, ie Ablewhite to stop pursuing additional job
efforts across the County and forking out thousands in tax payers money
to fund it
We don`the get the police numbers for St Ives that we already pay for.
But only if the police become more visible, cant remember the last time I
saw a Copper other than speeding around with blues and twos going.
The public need to be assured of the police presence if they want more
money.
I would happily pay more than the proposed £12 a year.
It would be helpful to know what crimes will not normally be undertaken
by officers in the future ie. domestic situations, robbery, car theft, antisocial behaviour etc.
Reduce number of police officers who are looking for drivers who splash
pedestrians. This action made a laughing stock of the Cambridgeshire
Constabulary.
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. It was
recently disclosed that we actually have 9. That's less than half what we
pay for. I don’t want less police officers. I want the amount that we are
already paying for, especially after the recent bout of break ins and
violent attacks in the town.
In your previous comments you state that you have already made
savings equivalent to 50 extra officers. Let's see these officers out and
about
I would suggest that the equivalent of £1/household in total be recouped
ONLY in band C and above. This will be fairer as the people who can
afford such a small amount will not feel it and those who live in Band B
and A will not be further taxed .....it is a huge amount of money for us in
Social Housing.
Make savings by cutting managers, not cutting back office staff. Without
the back office staff the police cannot function. Stop putting in
unnecessary extra layers of management which are far more costly (and
produce nothing).
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St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
Your already paid enough, try being self employed.
This is only loose change and more police are urgently needed.
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
As a pensioner it is difficult to find any extra cash and eat as well as
trying to stay warm. Sorry.
Find the savings. Streamline Snr ranks and merge regional forces for
savings
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
Although I agree to an increase I am at a loss to understand why the
police always need extra money but still plead poverty when they get it.
They need to take a look at their priorities because too often people say
the police are too busy to follow up on crimes. They also waste millions
of pounds (perhaps not Cambs) on alleged sex crimes from 20-40 years
ago because some one is a celebrity.
I would pay £2 to have 100 more.
Also don’t expect to hear stories of police too busy to respond to calls
You waste to much money on pointless things .
St Ives currently pays taxes to fund 21 officers for the town. We actually
have 9. That's less than half what we pay for. The general perception is
there are only 2 or 3. Where are our missing police officers?
Would be willing to pay £2 per month
At the moment St Ives pays for 21 police officers but only has 9. Where
are the other 12?
We'd like to see evidence that we are actually getting the officers that we
pay for already. I've never known so many burglaries in St Ives.
You are not supplying the 20 officers allocated to stives already
How many of these 55 extra police replace natural reductions in
numbers?
I want the police we are already paying for please. I pay £210 per
month already. For this we get no Street lights and no police and a
feeling that we are not safe.
How are we going to end up reducing officers when we don't have
enough in the first place? Why is this our responsibility? Why is the
government not being approached if we are this desperate?
Find the equivalent savings!
We need more police to patrol the villages north of Cambridge i.e.
Milton, Waterbeach etc. Too much rural crime going on now with
burglaries of houses, sheds, farms etc as well as anti-social behavior
(vandalism) and so on. Reading eCops newsletters is sometimes
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shocking in the amount of stuff going on and no one being arrested for it.
Most of the time its probably youths who need a smack in the head.
I personally feel we do not require any additional police officers.
Considering the ones we already have waste their time catching
speeding drivers and other traffic offences. Not to mention the disgrace
who was found to be socialising with his wife. It’s unfair to increase the
council tax fee, when it’s the working public who contribute to that cost.
Those who do not pay their council tax are getting a free service yet
again! If the tax increase was fair -I.e. including those who do not pay
council tax, I might be more willing to waste an extra pound!!!
An increase in police officers is necessary, but what would they do?
There is no need for extra officers unless they can be seen to be
deployed locally and available to help residents when crimes are
committed.
Extra officers as long as they are not parked behind desks. More local
policing is required to deal with burglary and speeding on roads.
Preferably with resources to administer/operate more effectively than
currently.
I would be happy for you to plan for a similar increase next year
Considering how unhelpful, incompetent and rude Cambridgeshire police
are I see no reason to recruit more of them to deliver the same shoddy
service. Maybe train the ones you already have a bit better and then look
at asking for more money.
I'm a fire fighter living in Huntingdon. Massive respect for the police.
Less police is a scary prospect.
However, I would like to see a change in the Vision statement from the
Commissioner to be something that can be clearly measured. The
current vision is very poor "Working together to keep Cambridgeshire
safe" is not something that can be measured and subsequently judged at
the next PCC election.
Don't see why we should pay more when just to try and bring police
visibility on the streets back up to a level we enjoyed 10 years ago
£12 a year for more security is a good deal
Pensioner - Reduce the PCC wages and worried about costs when
police, fire and councils all want to raise council tax
there is a marked increase in the number of crimes that are not
investigated due to the lack of reorces, this needs to stop it only serves
to increase insurance premiums on household insurance. we also need
to make sure that the public in general are kept safe.
I'm quite able, and happy to pay such a nominal fee in return for more
police presence.
For what it offers £12 per year is little to pay for the benefit of gaining 55
police officers,
Option 1 - however, central government should 1 - increase the number
of officers numbers to reflect the current population growth. 2 - Decrease
the overseas aid budget to get our own house in order, before giving
away tax papers cash to fly a flag. 3 - Start to brief the public on the dire
situation Cambs Police face, as those I speak to have no real idea what
the state of play is, as the only information they get is from newspapers
with an axe to grind, 4 - Start informing the public about the real issues
we face.
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Happy to contribute as long as this, in turn, gives officers time to be
more visible in the local areas.
I am always impressed with the time officers spend working in schools
and with young people and would be keen to ensure this continues.
I'd feel safer knowing that we had more police officers in force. So £1 a
month is worth that.
Extend this to all our services
My son had his mountain bike stolen from him by a group of hooded
street robbers. Despite his call on 999, the police declined to attend
despite him following the offenders and having them in sight for some
considerable time. I am now out of pocket to the tune of £500. I therefore
do not wish to pay a penny more for policing. I don't believe an increase
in funding will make the slightest difference in what is happening in my
neighborhood or anywhere else.
I suspect the claim for increased revenue is because Mr Ablewhite
wishes to fund his empire-building takeover of the Fire Service.
I have ticked this option in the expectation that the additional officers
would be spread equally across the county.
Police are struggling to get to jobs now. They need help
Why are we paying for a police commsioner the force needs to stop
being top heavy if we have an extra 55 I want to see them on the beat
get to know the people make the quality of people's lives to prevent anti
scoial behaviour as this effects everyone
Will this increase be solely used to increase constable numbers? Any
plans to revisit station opening of enquiry offices? What assurances
would there be the increase will have a positive impact on Fenland?
Fenland is currently suffering and likely to continue to suffer the effect of
being combined with Pboro. We pay more and get less!
I don't think the police take issues seriously at the moment and until they
do I certainly wouldn't increase funding
As long as the extra pound does provide the 55 officers and the public
can have proof of this.
Speaking as St Ives residents, we are horrified with the increase in crime
locally. We would like the police station in St Ives to be reopened with
more beat officers on the streets
Would be willing to pay more for dedicated officers to my local area
What about PCSO they are also a valuable resource
l feel that it is so important that we support all the services which are
provided, therefore l am more than happy to pay an additional £1-00 per
month & pray you get enough support to increase the number of officers
on the front line.
Fully support this so long as the officers are visible on the beat (or in
patrol cars) across our communities.
In fact I would be more radical and ask for four or five times this amount
and then make a real visible difference with 200+ plus officers.
In either case you will get my support so long as the money continues to
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support the additional officers and doesn't get diluted away across other
areas of policing in future years.
Pay sufficient as it would not be £1 increase for me it would be higher.
I am in band E
I would reluctantly pay more in my council tax to increase the number of
police officers. However, living in Whittlesey I've yet to see a police
officer (in uniform) patrolling the streets for the past 10 months. Could I
expect to see a police officer if I paid the extra, I doubt it, but someone
somewhere would probably benefit.
It's easy to tell that policing, like all our public services, is underfunded at
present, with policing quality falling as a result.
This shouldn't be put to a public vote as it is clearly a necessity. Those
who can afford to pay more should do so to protect those who can't and
most need an effective police force.
If the Police and Crime Commissioner's position and an unnecessary
level of bureaucracy was removed, more money could be spent on
actual police
I strongly support this action. A strong Police presence in the County is
MOST important
I would pay more than £1 if it actually improved visibility of police force
on the streets
If this option is adopted I would very much want to be sure that the
additional money / resources were having a real impact. Crime figures
for 2017 should be used as a base line and those for 2018 should be
compared. In the event there was no overall reduction in crime or in a
worst case scenario an increase then perhaps changes at the top level
of police management should be explored. What about this for an idea
should the position of the Police Commissioner also be reviewed?
My concern would be would we notice a difference in our area as a
result of the increase or would it just be major towns
Providing that burglary in the rural parts of the county are taken seriously
and that the increased funding does not just go to policing the towns and
cities.
I would support £2 per month
Stop using so many CPSOs and also use a lot less new vehicles, get
you PCs to do the job they are paid for, and not sit in laybys just in case
something may happen near them
Would the additional funds be ring fenced for 55 new officers or will it
just disappear into the overall police budget
So long as every extra penny is spent on policing only. A concern is that
this method of funding might creep to other services...ie - bin collections
- slowly they start decreasing over the next few years - then a similar
survey is sent out in a few years time 'Have your say on Waste
Collection in Cambridgeshire'....call me a cynic...
We pay enough council tax already. The Police should be funded
nationaly
We do not have a Police station in Chatteris and there is very little or no
Police presence to be seen in the town, therefore, is an increase for
residents fair?
As long as it means 55 Police Officers and not side tracked to fund other
issues.
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I would support any initiative that produces uniformed constables. I
would not support any increase that merely increased backroom and
support staff.
Would support an increase of £2.00 per month. We feel that this is within
most peoples budget especially if you do away with smart phones/TV
subscriptions etc none of which are important with respect to community
safety.
Providing that they are operational officers, meaning "on the beat" .
Due to the high number of thefts and break ins in the St Neots area, a
more visible presence of out of hours patrols are required. This would
also minimise response times in attendance of police to calls and
alarms.
I am strongly of the view that additional resources should be spent on
policing the roads. Poor and aggressive driving (particularly speeding
and tailgating) habits are forms of antisocial behaviour. These habits are
indulged by those who are already antisocial in their general behaviours,
and some people who aren't normally aggressive but who cannot seem
to restrain themselves on the road. Many of my neighbours drive at
excessive speeds because they don't care and they are always in a
hurry. They are also unaware that many other road users may not be
expecting their vehicle to appear suddenly and at high speed.
HOW ABOUT REMOVING THE POLICE AND CRIME
COMMISSIONER, HIS DEPUTY AND ALL THE SUPPORT
STAFF.THAT WOULD MAKE SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS. ALSO
REMOVE THE ELECTED MAYOR AND HIS ENTOURAGE
But only if the 55 officers can be used in patrolling neighbourhoods as a
part of their duties.
I hope that the 50 new officers will be spread across the county so that
rural areas also benefit from additional police on the patch
We need to get the burglaries under control!
But let us see them on the street.
For this option to include keeping Enquiry Offices open
This option must provide a noticeable increase in policing in rural areas
to get my support.
As police officers in March have wasted money in bringing false charges
against a member of the public I would NOT give the police extra
funding. The Match Police should be investigated for their Charging
policy.
Whilst £17.2m of savings have been mentioned over 5 years, from what
budget amount have these been made from? and what percentage of
the budget do they represent?
Here in March to see a Police man walking in the street is headline
news, at a summer fair there will be packs of 6 cadets.
The only time I see a police man is whizzing by in a car
Get some of them out of cars and back on bikes, walking is the street is
deterrant
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We need more officers to be seen on our Streets. Too many low level
crimes are not being dealt with as the Police have to prioritise their work.
We need more officers, to cover the increase of crime. To keep public
and officers safe.
POLICE DO A GOOD JOB & THEY NEED MORE RESCOURCES
I am happy to contribute towards an effective police force. However, it is
important to me that the money is spent wisely - ie directed towards
detecting and preventing the crimes that cause most problem to society
and local communities in Cambridgeshire. For example, abuse of alcohol
seems to have far greater cost to society in a wide range of ways (ASB,
drink-driving RTCs, A&E visits) compared to Class B drugs. Parking
offences are becoming a serious issue for local communities and ought
to be taken more seriously - repeat parking offences should be dealt with
the same as ASB.
I was particularly surprised by Suffolk Police's recent decision to have
armed police at Bury Christmas Fair. It was stated that there was no
specific intelligence of any terrorist threat or planned attack, and vehicle
barriers were used and would appear to be sufficient in the
circumstances. An armed police presence was excessive and
disproportionate in relation to the theoretical threat or risk of a terrorist
attack and their presence completely put me off attending the fair myself.
I hope that Cambridgeshire Police would only provide armed police if a
specific threat were identified. The presence of armed police frightens
me much more than the theoretical risk of a terrorist attack.
If you do away with the PCC that the public did not want anyway (that is
why so few voted) how many police officers could be employed with the
savings,more so since the appointment of your recent assistant, this job
has just been created so more can gain acces to the gravy train
No brainier.
Although I am ticking Option 1 I do feel rather cynical that these new
officers will actually be realised.
I think this is good value for money.
The challenges posed by recruiting an extra 55 on top of natural
wastage will be significant. It is likely to take many months and I would
estimate that a goog potion of them will not be in place and on the
streets until after the year has passed. Please temper publicity with
realistic expectations as to when the increased numbers will be available
for deployment. Thank you.
No increase is necessary, you have more than sufficient taxpayers
funding
If Central Government gave us proper funding (returned more of our
Council tax0 there would be no need to increase Council tax.
Under Labour Council tax doubled. How much more do we need to pay
for a lesser service. Traffic officers are rarely seen on our roads. What is
the point of having laws like lane hogging and tail gateing on our roads
and no traffic Officers to catch the perpetrators. My Father was a traffic
Officer in the 60s-70s. There were a lot more Police and less people and
cars. I could go on.
Subject to the additional officers being deployed in a visible front-line
role rather than in management positions.
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Stop tax avoidance so public services are funded accordingly
I do not mind spending a little bit more on the Police.
Rural crime and hare coursing should be a top priority.
Less time should be spent on sitting in vans with a speed camera.
A bobby on the beat would be very nice to see.
Being realistic option 1 is the only option !
St Ives CURRENTLY pays for 21 officers. It has 9. The perception is
there are 2 or 3.
Why should St Ives taxpayers fund extra police for other areas of the
county? How about giving us back some of the police officers we already
pay for?
Also try to secure more national funding to bring Cambridgeshire in line
with Police Authorities receiving higher per capita funding rates.
Hi I'm a 65 year old pensioner and I don't agree with you increasing the
council tax because I think we pay enough as it is and nobody's going to
increase my pension in the years to come.
As long as we see more police on our streets
I would not hesitate in supporting an increase to fund the Front line.
Officers are exhausted and working under extreme pressures never
experienced before. Officers going single crewed to violence is not
acceptable and never used to happen before funding cuts. As a result
mental heath illnesses are becoming more common and officers who
have problems are not supported as they should be. Fully support this.
I would welcome the increase in police officers but think they need to be
seen on the streets not in cars all day long and should be seen in the
local housing areas not just in the high street in this area we should go
back to how they were 30/40 years ago seen and respected and trusted
to help .good luck with this I fully support it
Despite all you efforts, there is no increase in the number of officers in
Werrington and crime is continuing to rise here with more burglaries and
no Police to do the stop and search checks.
what difference would 55 officers make ????, very little, get real. based
on 2 twelve hour shifts per day, in real term equals 27.5 new officers and
where would base these new officers 14 in Peterborough and 12 in
Cambridge ? would they be based in the cities or in rural areas. Crime is
out of control, do a proper survey. I would be happy to pay an extra £10
per month , lets make it 550 new officers
Continue measures to:
* evidence openness and local accountability including impact of local
community involvement
* innovation including support and development of e-alerting system and
use of new technology \data for information on locality performance-this
is excellent
* continue and further expand community partnerships to recognise that
policing is everybody's business and can be more effectively delivered
this way
*communicate positive and realistic messages about safety and the
impact of your work. Try to tackle " fear" reporting that means people feel
vulnerable when this may not actually be generally the case.
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I do not t Ives believe that I have been shown the evidence that supports
the statements in option 1 and 2. In St Ives we already get less police
than we should based on how the current police population should be
divided. I want to see more evidence not just statements.
There are now so many crimes committed that this would pay for itself. I
am thinking of anti-social behaviour, motoring offences, large number of
thefts currently occurring.
I am of the opinion that more police are required as I have noted an
increase in the number of crimes in Hardwick. Most are not reported as
the victims are concerned in case they get a brick through their window.
Also they feel the police will not respond. There is an air of apathy. I
have tried to encourage reporting otherwise it looks as if Hardwick is free
of crime. I have noticed an attitude of anarchy rising which needs
subduing. More police would help to solve these problems.
No pay increases for senior officers
I would only be willing to pay this if there was a increased presence of
uniformed officers actually being seen on the streets.
We cannot cut back on officers in this current world of increased
crime,drugs,slavery and sex trafficking.
I like many fear for our grandchildren and want to see the bobby back on
the beat.
IT WILL BRING MORE POLICE OFFICERS THAT IS WHAT WE
NEED
Would be good to see a police presence in Whittlesey.
A very reasonable charge additional charge fir adding 55 police officers
to the vbudget
There is so much theft and crime in this area and it needs to stop now
If we didn't have to pay huge salaries for police commissioner and his
staff, more police could be funded from the savings
Services should be run more efficiently, remove pointless posts and
excess middle management and the Police and Crime Commissioner!
And then cut out unnecessary posts within the Police Commissioner's
Dept ie Deputy Commissioner, or is it that Mr Ablewhite is unable to
commit Full-Time to his post, that he needs a deputy ??
Would happily pay an extra £1 per month but not for the officers to be
deployed within JPS. I wouldn't have thought Cambs residents would
want to pay to have extra officers in Beds. I also think thought is needed
to be given to the amount of money and recourses being provided to
EROSU and what in return Cambs get.
Option 1
Confirm agree with Option 1 increase precept - £1 policing part of
Council Tax per household
Option 1: I agree to an increase by £1 per month (an increase of 55
Police Officers)
Yes to Option 1
I don't live in a band D property so this represents option 1 for my
address.
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Its easy to ask for more money but it would be more appropriate to look
at the inefficiencies within the force, there are many which can be
observed.
SCambs burglars seem to continue to have field days with little evidence
in the public domain of criminals being convicted - one can only hope
that Option One would help to curb this type of crime affecting ordinary
households as well as local businesses.
I would be prepared to increase further from 43p per resident per day to
50p per resident per day to further increase the number of officers.
Yes!
Absolutely - happily pay more
More than happy, we need more police!
Yes please!
yes - happy to pay extra
Absolutely agree with more officers, £1 is a small increase
Worried I wont see the extra police officers
Works security at ASDA, Police not interested in shoplifting
Too expensive, no extra income
I would happily pay more for an increased police presence! I'd pay £50
per month if it meant no crime!!!
Any additional funding should be solely used to support increased visual
presence and patrols through the recruitment of additional constable
grade officers
A good idea to seek public approval. Hope that you receive the support
you need.
Provided that officers are deployed in Cambridgeshire and being sent on
a regular basis to cover Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire as at present.
Information provided by serving officer.
I have said option 1 because the option I want to highlight is not
available. What I really want to say is reduce the level of bureaucracy
(paperwork) that police officers have to go through and get them on the
streets more.
Find equivalent savings (Yes, I got the spelling correct unlike in your
question) by losing the Police & Crime Commissioner & his Assistant
and spend the money on real policing
I fully support your view on more officers. Where I live in Malvern Close
Newmarket (East Cambridgeshire part) we used to have a lady PCSO
drive up and down our road/close at least one a week. She just kept
residents on their toes and we do miss this presence. At present, we
have a simple but could be serious situation where a large white builders
van is parked on the grass/corner of St. Johns Avenue/Stretton Avenue,
near the small post box, blocking visibility from Stretton Avenue on to St.
Johns Avenue. This is particularly hazardous when parents are
taking/collecting their children from Ditton Lodge school and getting out
of this busy junction is a nightmare. We have taken the matter up with
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the Parish Council but although they agree, its gone in the “too hard
basket” - if we had our PCSO she would have dealt with it and we would
not have to fear for our safety over what is a relatively simple matter.
Keep up the good work
I see in the Cambridge news that there are 3 options for police funding. I
vote for option 1.
Police funding in Cambridgeshire
Thank you for the opportunity to give our views on the police funding
survey. We agree with Option 1.
We do need to see more police about. The only time I do regularly is on
the railway station when there is likely to be a disturbance
55 officers may not be enough to cover the whole county. Officers do
not have enough powers, in relation to detention and interrogation of
suspects. There is also not enough police presence in rural parts of the
county.
Cut out the layers of politically motivated administration and use the
saved money to fund even more police officers, rather than jobs for
political cronies
I'd be willing to pay more than this to increase the number of officers in
the county
Would be happy to pay more.
Lack of visibility of police officers not only means that the public feel that
nothing is being done but if also means that those who choose to ignore
the law feel they are free to do so. For some years now driving
standards across this area have fallen and a significant number of
motorists feel they can ignore even the basic standards of safe and
sensible driving. It is hoped that some extra funding will find its way to
the Traffic Department to provide a visible deterrent. I know that our
Police Service is doing its best but without resources they cannot
provide an effective service.
I would like to see an increase in the number of traffic police to prevent
some of the idiots (white van drivers) on the road driving as badly as
they do.
You tax us enough as it is and with no raise in earnings for me or my
partner i find it hard to justify taxing people more when we all earn less in
real terms. You need to make a case to the government for more
funding. Surely local business is a more suitable target as they benefit
the most from policing.
You should be able to increase the use of modern technology to help
stop or solve crime.You must try hard to make efficiencies and savings
in the way you purchase anything used by your forces .
As long as this means we see police on our streets doing frontline work
use this money for local village police
£470m extra being made available from central government.
There doesn't appear to be enough police at present to cope adequately
with the current level of crime.
Although I would struggle to find the extra I live in the city centre of
Peterborough and with the increase in city centre living, restaurants,
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bars etc I think more police will be needed though maybe some of the
money needed could come from pubs and clubs on a bill per call out
when responding to alcohol related incidents.
No comment.
I would be happy with more than £1 per month for a better service.
I am happy to pay more but would like to see the additional funds split
between PCSO's and police officers. PCSOs are more local more
visible and good value for money.
We never see any police or pcso’s in march they all seem to be in
wisbech. That is why i’m not prepared to agree to a large increase as
any extra officers will probably end up wisbech as usual.
I have not seen a police officer on patrol in our neighbourhood (Bretton
Peterborough) in at least 6 months even though there has been a sharp
rise in criminal activity. Reactive policing is not working. You need to do
something Mr. Ablewhite.
The force has wasted huge sums on collaboration which have not gone
ahead. We are paying more than ever for less and less
My daughter recently resigned from the Police........multiple shift patterns
and long shifts and lack of front line back up took their toll. Extra long
working days and REGULARLY LATE OFF were the nail in the
coffin....... A 18 HOUR SHIFT WAS THE LAST STRAW.
MORE FRONT LINE OFFICERS ARE NEEDED.
I think that without additional resources, crime will increase and leave
forces unable to support victims of crime effectively.
I would be prepared for that if the officers were used correctly and
efficiently. I have little faith in those that run the police that this will be the
case. Crime in St Ives has become a real problem and the police
presence is non existent. It's a disgrace. I appreciate the police is
underfunded by this hideous tory government (like so many other
services...and that is what this is. A service!!) but this means that what is
available needs to be used smartly. As i say i don't feel it is at the
moment. I am frankly appalled that a commissioner was voted for in the
way it was. I want the police to be run by someone with police
experience. Not a former town councillor/politician who lies on social
media to the people he's supposed to represent..
This is not a survey, just Hobson's choice! When I see the enormous car
park at Hinchinbrook I wonder at the efficiency. I also object to the huge
amounts being spent nationally on possible historic crimes and things
considered politically correct and expedient.
I would be happy to pay more.
I would suggest somewhere between Option1 and 2, e.g. 55p per month
to increase Police Officers by about 20.
As long as they go towards frontline policing and not back room paper
shufflers!
More frontline police are required to tackle day-to-day incidents and to
increase visibility
This survey is very biased and doesn't provide sufficient information to
enable residents to make a sound decision. Where will any new officers
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be deployed, for example. I'm for supporting the police but this survey is
poorly timed and doesn't ask the right questions in the right way.
As long as the money does actually go towards this. However, if option 1
is implemented, I would like this £1 per month withdrawn for our council
tax if there then follows a cut in officers within the next 5 years.
As I said in a BBC interview, I am more interested in these Police
Officers solving crimes than just being 'visible' on the streets. In today's
world, just patrolling the streets is not a very good use of professionals'
time. However, I leave it to the Police service who know what they are
doing to make the best operational decisions.
We desperately need to see more officers on our streets.
I would pay more, as long as it was genuinely spent improving services,
and not paying for reducing levels of efficiency
As long as it does i crease officer numbers by 55 and is not side tracked
into other areas
Get rid up of commissioner and deputy and leave to the proper police
authority to decide how dnd where his offficers should be supported to
do their jobs. The two muppets are overpaid doing what for the
community?? Your idea of £1 increase each month just rolls for other
council dept to do same but a lot of people do not have this to spare
unless you claim benefits of course then it doesn’t matter
Only if more *real* crimes will be solved. Not just logged, like burglaries,
theft and fraud are currently.
Sadly this Government, as previous coalition has made cuts after cuts to
Policing budgets, obliging Councils to follow suit and we are seeing at
the coal face that systems are creaking with no slack or back up. There
should be many more Police nationally and their numbers should be
brought up , much higher than just 55 Police Officers. I understand how
thin the thin blue line has become. If this is all that can be done it is a
small start.
Policing needs to be more visible not just in cars but on the ground
especially in town centres. A greater presence in residential ares in the
early hours might help to curb the increasing incidence of domestic
burglaries and crime against vehicles.
As we do not see any police on the streets as it is, I do not agree with an
increase, as I cannot believe we will see any evidence of an extra 55
police officers anyway.
I am afraid that a lot of people have lost confidence in our police force.
I cannot afford to keep adding this and that to the rates. I am finding
money tight too
We would really like to see more local officers on the beat. This option
will surely help to achieve this.
What is the effect on police funding of all the many new households and
businesses moving into Cambridgeshire, it surely must mean a very
significant increase in funding. Your proposal would have more credibility
if you gave us all the facts. Please tell your estimate of additional officers
that will be funded by this additional gross income.
Perhaps by voting for an increase I am leaving myself 'wide open' for
further increases, I do hope that not every year this will be the case.
With the current increase in crime we need as many police officers as is
possible.
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I would
Ike to know where the extra police officers would be. Are they re
estabishment of officers lost in the past or will they used in specific
areas?
We very rarely see any police officers in our area and would hope that
by supporting this proposed increase, there would be a more visible
presence.
Provided that all of the money goes towards front line policing and that
there is a continuing focus on efficiency, but not tying officers up in
endless paperwork!
Providing they ACTUALLY do police work not paperwork
It's little enough. Some of us might even be willing to pay more.
I have lived in Ely for the last 38 years and during that time the Police
Station has had a grassed area surrounding it and the footpath beside it.
This has been satisfactory until up to now , when a fence has been built
around it which apart from being expensive must increase maintenance
costs for the grass. Why is there a need for this fence ? I do not think
this request for more money justified when priorities seem to be amiss
and therefore think there is still room for more savings
I would not support an increase in police funding of £1 a week. I do not
believe that the police and crime commissioners attention has been in
the correct direction since coming into post. And I do support the police
and crime commissioners continued business case to take over the Fire
Authority. A view support by the results of the survey/consultation that
has been ignored by the poilce and crime commissioner. A decision I will
be making known at the ballot box at the next election for the post of
police and crime commissioner.
In view of the fact that the police no longer respond to burglarys,
shoplifting and the like there should be plenty of scope for efficiency
savings.
IF, AND ONLY IF, any increase in Council Tax is spent on extra officers
that are on Beat AND road patrol duties I might be persuaded.
While I can afford the extra their are some that cannot
More officers on the beat are essential - Our rural area is like the 'wildwest' with hare coursers running rings around the few, overstretched
police, who are trying very hard but just cannot keep up with the
constant influx of these evil people
In rural areas I would welcome a visible presence as I think this deters
the criminals out there.
Why not propose an increase to match the current average. This would
be 12p per person weekly and go a long way towards meeting planned
numbers
Where will these Police Officers be deployed and what will they do that
is not being done at the moment?
Find savings from PCC office or councillors' allowances.
I am on very low income and could not afford to fund more.
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We as local residents must support your valued work. This is a small
price to pay for the comfort you provide.
I have ticked option 2 as any increase will not be of use to householders
as I understand the police do not always attend when a crime has been
committed. There is not enough police presence on the street, and in
my opinion, to mamby pamby with out of control children and young
adults. Until we can reinstate some of the old rules and regs I do not
believe the police part of the rates should be increased. One other thing,
as our area were not given any information about the 'new' police
commission person or even given a choice of a vote, can I assume
whatever I say will be ignored?
about time we paid for the service we get, You gets what you pay for.
At this present time we rarely see a policeman on the beat either locally
or in the city. I appreciate this is due in part to lack of funds. Hopefully an
increase in Council tax would address this.
We need more officers. And at least one in Cherry Hinton Road at night
(19.00 - 22.00) to deal with cyclists with no lights, no reflective gear, and
who do not use cycle tracks and who treat traffic lights as optional.
I'd be ok with this if it meant an increase of policing in rural areas, which
at present I think are sadly neglected
Would this mean seeing more officers on the beat?
Will there be a noticeable difference with the extra 55 police? Will we
see more patrols and/or officers on the beat?
With Option 2, if there's an increase in council tax, however minimal,
where is it going and where is there no additional increase?
the Police have become wimps, don't like to get their uniforms muddy
chasing a crim, police officer that neglects his duty and has now been
dismissed, the ugly head of Societies i.e. Freemasons, etc has raised up
again (which could be stopped by ALL officers not being allowed to
participate in any Societies whatsoever). You have lost the respect of the
general public and that is why I for one cannot agree to paying more for
policing.
You can't even spell EQUIVALENT.. Shame on you morons. There
are NO police on the streets so 23 less will make no difference..
Disgraceful...
Reduce numbers of PCSOs and increase Police Officers with the money
We should pay less in Whittlsea as we Don t have any police sorting car
crime
Personally I think £1 per month is not ambitious enough and would pay
£2 without squealing.
I support this IF the Police are then able to provide more than just a
crime number for people who are subjected to theft/burglaries/other
incidents currently dealt with by a number in a book, ie., these matters
be investigated
But, working for a public body myself, I know how extra monies go down
a black hole and how hard it is to predicate funds. I would have to be
convinced that the 55 police officers had materialised especially if you
asked for more money in the future
Provided this actually increases the staff on patrol NOT in office jobs.
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My wife and I are residents of Cambridge and pay Council Tax Band F.
We are both 75. We would certainly be prepared to pay an additional £1
a month, adjusted for Band F, to pay for an additional 55 police officers.
Indeed, we would be prepared to pay an extra £3 a month, adjusted for
Band F ( if all other Council Taxpayers paid pro rata) for an additional
165 police officers.
PROVIDED IT REALLY IS SPENT ON FRONT LINE POLICE
OFFICERS WHO ARE VISIBLE AND NOT JUST SPENT ON MORE
FUTILE RED TAPE!!
I agree we need more police offices and agree to this option however
along with many other residents I don't want to hear of any outlandish
expenses being claimed by staff in the future if our council tax does rise
to accommodate this.
I live in rural Peterborough and at the moment we may get one car drive
through the village per week if we are lucky.
Of the additional 55 officers how many would we see in and around
Peterborough,
The town centers already have a larger share of the budget spent on
them in various ways,
Will there actually be an increase of 50 officers or is this figure false as a
result of other personnel reductions?
Why are we less than the national average when Cambridgeshire is
second to Essex in rural crime.
Why are the patrols not visible in the rural area when theft and criminality
is so high?
I would be prepared to pay more than £1/month. I would be prepared to
pay £2/month at the band D rate, which would be considerably more
than that for me as I live in a band G property
I have not seen any police Officers, in the Littleport, or Ely area in the
streets, so paying more council tax, I can not see that we will get any
better cover.
providing this actually used for the purpose described , I would like to
see a reduction in senior staff numbers , more front line officers and
pcso s , and more emphasis on rural policing .
A timeline for deployment of the officers should also be provided and a
better definition of where they will be deployed. (on beat/detective
work/traffic etc.)
With a proviso that the money is actually spent on community policing
and a real effort put in to reduce the amount of personal crime such as
burglaries and speeding. These crimes need to be dealt with as it is
becoming epidemic in St. Ives
How much do you feel you would need to provide a really excellent
service?
This seems a very reasonable approach with - probably - a significant
improvement overall.
subject to these new officers be within the neighbourhoods - I cannot
see the justification in having PCSO in the neighbourhood as they have
no real deterrent and have no arresting powers - our neighbourhoods
are rife with drug dealers and our youth are subjected to everyday use are we genuinely aware of what is going on in our neighbourhoods ? - I
just see police attending to incidents but no proactive deterrent in
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dealing with the drugs issue - drugs appear not to be a priority for the
serve - merely given lip service
Would happily pay more
I'd like to see local policing a priority - perhaps we need a few PCSOs
too
I rely on the management to allocate these additional staff to combat
those crimes that concern me most- that is domestic burglaries and
threatening behaviour
Subject: Extra police funding
I would be in favour of Option 1 to add an extra pound a month to fund
55 police officers.
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Find savings from management and admin to fund frontline work that
needs to be done. Unfortunately the public are broke. We are being
stretched financially in every direction. As much as I’d like to give the
police more money, I’d also like to see more money going into social
housing, schools, nhs etc. It’s not possible to keep asking us for money
to fund this when all other services are being cut and stretched to the
limit too.
As long as the money is used as intended!!
Seeing local social media most resident want to see more officers so are
happy to pay more per month.
I believe the police should get enough money to do their job properly.
That would include being able to respond to non-emergency phone calls
in a reasonable time ie:- before a perpetrator or suspect has legged it.
I'm very proactive (I was a civilian worker in the Met for some years) but
it's massively disappointing not to be able to get a prompt response.
Anyway, I'd rather the council found the extra money from their wages
and pensions.
It's the thin end of the wedge to start asking people to cough up more
money in this way, separately from agreed budgets.
Where would it end? Next year another £1, the year after maybe £5
etc., etc.
This is not the way to go.
I think it was the Bedfordshire police who tried for extra funding in this
way and had a resounding 'no' vote.
I would be happy to pay £1 but this isn't the only increase to come, there
will be extra bills from the City and County Councils too, which ends up a
considerable amount! I am happy to pay a little bit more but there must
be a limit.
Also to continue to look at cost saving initiatives.
This is a no brainer as far as I am concerned - fingers crossed
Finding savings should be the first priority. At the same time, one of the
police’s main tasks should be to protect the general public in an every
day setting and focus primarily on volume crime, antisocial behaviour,
and traffic offences. Currently these Go mostly ignored, yet tackling
those issues would make a noticeable difference to the public’s quality of
life and the reputation of the police force. (Notice semantics, as well, the
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use of the word ‘force’ in context with the police is a good thing, contrary
to current soft propaganda.) If volume crime were tackled, most serious
crimes would probably never happen, as criminals would be removed
from society at a much earlier level, thus shoplifters and cannabis
dealers would not have a chance to graduate to more serious crimes.
Savings should be made by not wasting money on unprofessional and
uninformed training, rebranding exercises, etc. Also I come should be
generated for the police from traffic policing, as well as by making
organisers of events pay for policing (eg football matches, Strawberry
Fair, royal weddings, etc.)
I am concerned that this will set a prescdent and the NHS, the fire
service, the education services etc. will also want a share of my limited
income.
What happens when people change their minds in the future and decide
they no longer wish to pay?
The proper place to get funding is from central funds,i.e. Conservative
government. not by adding tax to the general public. General taxation is
index linked, your suggestion would not be.
Agreed on condition that it is used for lower ranking police officers NOT
for senior and middle management purposes.
Will this additional funding just be channelled into increasing officer
numbers? Or will it be invested in other areas of the constabulary to
ensure the future sustainability of the frontline and not result in further
demands for more money in the future?
Remove the Office of Police & Crime Commissioner, waste of the public
money and reinvest in policing. Question 5 is intrusive and bears no
resemblance to this survey, it should have the option to not reply. The
information supplied is misleading, what % of households in the area of
Cambridgeshire & P'Boro are a Band D? It should list all bands.
I say that this option is OK provided that pcsos are dispensed with as
they have no power of arrest and are of very limited use.
I don't agreed with setting one public service against another. All money
that goes into public services benefits the economy and all public
services are equally important
Society needs it`s police force, we cannot allow any further cuts in
personnel.
I already pay the largest amount of my income per month on the general
rates for my property and have no wish to pay any more
If we made the Commissioner and his Assistants posts voluntary or
redundant how many more officers could we make available?
I feel that the level of quite serious crime (drugs gangs turf wars) in
Cambridge has risen and the police don't seem to be in control. I
assume this is due to a shortage of resources. If they don't get on top of
it the results could be very expensive, both for us as individuals and for
the taxpayer. So I favour increased police (and for that matter other)
funding - rater than being pennywise but pound foolish.
I would like more police officers around
Maybe we could see officers patrolling streets on foot or cycle, rather
than just joyriding in cars.
Savings could be found by getting rid of the police and crime
commissioner role and that money used to fund extra officers.
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provided that the increase does actually allow for extra police and not be
eaten up in admin
This is in isolation from the full council budget. I would need to know the
full proposals before giving my support!
Cambridgeshire has a lack of Police Officers on the streets
Security is a priority & I am happy to pay to support more police officers.
or even more, but the money should be used only for the police with a
special emphasis to bring back law enforcement (taffic law in
particular!!!)
Why should the burden fall on council tax payers, cut the commissioners
staff cost.
whenever we have needed help or assistance we have not received it.
However based on the current plans, you are unlikely to recruit and
retain these numbers of additional resources. How will the funding be
spent if your force does not achieve its resource plan? How will you
support the wellbeing of the current resources, who are already at
breaking point.
Great idea - would love to see more Police on the streets at random too.
I have heard that although there are going to be an extra 55 police
officers, in this area we are only likely to have one or two officers only
We'd save a lot of money if we didn't have the post of Police and Crimes
Commissioner, a position which I consider totally unnecessary.
This increase is not unachievable for the security of our towns.
More police = a safer community. £1 a month is nothing for a safer
county and pieve pf mind. And lives saved
1. You should show cost for all Council Tax Bands!!
2. 55 additional officers does not mean 55 on the ground! How many
officers are required to provide 24 hour cover? Years ago it was c6 - so
your proposed increase is not as it appears!
3. Will any of those officers be deployed in rural villages? At present time
none are!
The police never see our village as a priority so why should I pay more
Why are you trying to black mail us with the three options, The first one
will do nothing but become wastage when it becomes time to further
redundancies. There is far too much wasted already. Making officers
dress up in silly face masks, letting them go play with bumper cars let
alone the fraudulent practises, paying top brass obscene amounts of
money and paying them vast pay outs when they have to leave the
force. Crime commissioners are another waste of money, they are
another form of politician the public didn't want in the first place. The
troubles in the police goes on and on. The government has reduced
funding because they realise what is endemic in our police forces, the
sooner realisation kicks in there might be a chance to do a good job.
Time and time again I get told we have no resources, utter nonsense.
You send two officers in a car only to find out the claimant was
untruthful. Two police officers sent from Corby in two cars, what a waste
of resources which is a tip of the iceberg. I report a van driver on the
mobile phone with the other hand giving me obscene signals and driving
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almost touching my bumper which was recorded on an inboard camera,
not enough recourses to investigate criminal offences. In my mind
begging the public for more money, on top of more money could be
tantamount to robbery, it's wasted once it's given. The only thing you
should be telling the government is to STOP throwing billions of public
money to the worlds despots, an enormous amount could be rectified
within Britain with that wasted money. So stop begging and get your act
together. Organise our police forces as if it were a private enterprise.
As long as we can see the real sums.
make cuts higher up , we don't need over paid pen pushers
Funding should be from Government.
There are more break ins because they know there is no one to sort
things out.
I don't think with the current reluctance of police to arrest known
criminals (tracked theft of car park machines) scared? or for police not
investigating burglaries, car crime, shoplifting and the continued illegal
traveller camps or cycle riding in pedestrian areas but have plenty of
manpower to attend football matches or man speed cameras i.e. cash
cows, that the public will support an increase in costs until crime figures
come down and arrests go up.
This funding should come from central government!
I would have preferred an indication of how and where these extra
officers will be deployed.
What are the crime priorities in Cambridgeshire?
Cybercrime? Burglary? Motoring offences? Shoplifting? Domestic
Violence? we need to know.
Together with extra officers, better resource management is a MUST.
Police officers are only seen in Ramsey, AFTER an incident is reported there do not appear to be any REGULAR deterrent patrols.
How things have changed since I was a young PC in London in the
1970's ! :-)
An increased police presence should help to reduce the current high
number of burglaries
How many police officers can you get for the cost of the police
commissioner, that must be an option.
If you have a chief constable what do you need a commisioner when we
need front line officers
This would be more I suppose for higher bands, where do the taxes go
that we pay already, my pension won’t cover the increase.
I agree with this but in order for it to be worthwhile I think there is more
policing needed in rural areas like Chatteris and I also think that the
closing of stations and reduction in hours some are policed is ridiculous
as it's very clearly having a significant difference in Chatteris and
surrounding areas as the burglary,theft,drug dealing,shoplifting,vehicle
theft,tools theft has gone through the roof with absolutely no police
presence at all. I think for the whole of 2017 I saw 1 police community
support worker walking about once. There are several dealers live near
me that they are well aware of and have been for a very long time and
nothing has been done what so ever! It is so obvious what they are
doing and the police know and I know for a fact it doesn't take the
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amount of time they've known about this to do raids..disgraceful to see
what is not being done at all in our area as there is literally no service for
the money that we already pay!
If we get results , Speeding drivers ,drivers on the phone ,its a joke
I would want to see the Police though. I would want to feel crime is being
more managed in St.Ives, where I live
In summary I want to see something for my extra £12.00
There doesn’t seem to be any police in st Ives and it’s scary some of the
recent crimes so it seems we’ve no choice but to go with option one
For most people house break ins, car theft & unsociable behaviour are
the high priorities. These days, unless in London, I rarely see a police
office or police vehicle.
I feel that whilst the economic climate may be rather difficult at present,
the proposed increase per household is very modest and the increase in
staff would be significant, always providing they would be used on
visible,front line work and not swallowed up in office work.
more police officers are needed but only have state pension so struggle
to pay any increase.
don't think politicians understand this.
I find the options given poor. There is no answer that fits the bill - you
want to charge extra for what we should already have. The Police Crime
Commissioner was elected to protect the public purse and to assist the
Chief Constable in decisions that affect the whole county. In my opinion
the PCC has failed to do this. The Chief Constable has repeatedly
stated that he has protected the frontline staff and maintained a
Neighbourhood Policing team This is rubbish. Frontline staff have been
decimated, moral is at an all time low. Neighbourhood policing went in
2013. Yet you both say nothing is wrong! There is something wrong You the PCC have not put the case to Mrs May forcibly enough. We
continue to have the lowest funding from Government for Policing - yet
we have heard nothing about you challenging that. Now - as your boss
Mrs May once said - You the PCC are scaremongering! Do your job.
There is no way I would want to reduce the number of officers - there are
no more equivalent savings - but your other options put the onus on the
tax payer again and again and again!
I would happily consider an increase halfway between option 1 and
option 2, I don't think there are enough options being provided for to give
sufficient choices for people
Police profile in communities and on the road is too low. There are too
many minor offences, which leads some to believe they can therefore
get away with more major offences. Greater police numbers, working in
all areas but particularly on the road, should have a positive effect.
If we can see a presence of these new police officers ....in orton and
woodston we really need them...comes to something when we know
what the drug dealer s look like but not the local police officers
This is money well spent.
I would be happy to contribute more money if it meant providing more
police officers out there to help combat crime. I feel very strongly about
the lack of officers we see at present, weather on the beat or patrolling
our roads. I feel we urgently need more police.
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I would agree to option 1 providing this could be used towards our
RCATS the rural team that we depend on so much in our rural area
We need more police officers to respond to emergencies and to provide
more of a presence on the ground. This will not only reassure but will
also deter the criminals.
This is a must and it would also be good to see this happening this year
I would prefer any increase to be viewed as a % linked to inflation. So
that any increase should not be more that the RPI at most. This I would
suggest is a more realistic way of presenting increases so that the
general public can more readily see just what is happening.
Only if more resources given to st Ives. Otherwise option 2
I have myself not had a pairs for 10 years so an increase of £120 is a
large amount of money. I also work in the public sector
There are no police officers ever in St Ives and crime is going through
the roof.
Would be happy to pay £1 extra a month!
We would be prepared to pay an extra £2 per month; paying, in Council
Tax, at present £134 per month, £2 is minimal, the price of less than one
cup of coffee. We would like, however, to be aware of evidence of how
the extra money is spent, not on administration or enhancing the status
and pay of senior officers, but on visible policing
Certainly support this option for the £1 per month increase
I am more than happy to contribute to more officers ‘on the ground’ but
has anyone looked at the higher ranks to see if these can be reduced?
On the assumption that these will be active/front-line officers.
MORE OFFICERS ON THE BEAT NOT STUCK IN OFFICES
CARRYING OUT THE WORK THE BACK ROOM STAFF USED TO DO.
I would find it acceptable to pay an additional £1 per month as long as
the additional police were fairly spread across the entire Cambridgeshire
area. I live in Whittlesey and would expect to see an increase within
Whittlesey if I were to pay additional rates to cover the overall increase
in police officers.
Cheap at the price
Cut back on bureaucracy and administration.
Maybe if the local police didn’t drive around in expensive luxury suv’s the
public might offer more support.
An increase in numbers alone will not help unless those officers are of
high calibre and integrity, competent, well trained and well managed.
Reading some of the recent well publicised high profile cases causes
one to despair at the incompetence of many police officers especially
amongst the higher ranks, a result of poor recruitment standards over
many years. More of the same will not help.
I have heard how under resourced the police force are, would support
this move to help to reduce crime
As long as that is where the extra money would do.
GETTING BACK TO MORE POLICE BEING EMPLOYED THE BETTER
FOR ALL OUR SAFETY.
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Definitely need a uniformed presence for reassurance and to help
prevent crime and improve driving on all roads.
As long as the general council tax isn't increased by too much.
More police officers is so crude. Policing fundamentally needs a rethink.
I’d pay £50 per year for a eastern police force with territorial policing
focused on local needs. Serious and major crime managed centrally in
the region. Properly resourced with an operating model which efficiently
utilises all you capabilities especially regarding intelligence and analysis.
If you did that you’d probably free up more than 50 police officers!
Lack of police presence in st neots is a real concern. £1 a month is
nothing to pay for an increase in officers.
It would be great to see more Police about, especially in the rural areas.
More police means more on the streets that we need.
We hardly see any police patrols these days so the force is obviously
becoming a reaction force. To cut numbers while our population is
increasing makes no sense at all. Also the Police force must be
attractive to new recruits but if they are placed under too much pressure
due to lack of numbers then you will struggle to keep what you have got
and recruit new officers. I have no problem at all in paying more council
tax and in fact would pay more than you have requested.
I am very happy to make further additional payments to the Police Force
when asked.
Thank you very much for everything you do to keep us safe.
Without knowing what the options mean in terms of quality of policing, it
is impossible to make an informed selection. What would the additional
officers do - how does this compare with current numbers
Should be funded by significant increase in fines. Those arrested and
charged or cause unnecessary use of police resources should be made
to pay the actual cost of their crime. Drunks who spend the night in a cell
should pay £500 per night and not let out untill someone has paid the
bill... Then you will see a change in attitude...
Didn't see this coming did we!
As I never see a policeman going about his work I would not expect this
to change, sadly.
So why would I pay extra for no noticeable improvement in the service I
am offered.
If you need to improve the Police Service take the expensive politicians
out of the system.
As long as we are going to see Police Officers on the streets, and not in
cars or sitting in a police station
Personally, I would gladly pay an extra £2 per month if it resulted in
getting over 100 more Police Officers.
Provided such increase is used to fund additional police officers and not
'support' staff, and....such additional officers are retained within the
authority and not lost by 'natural wastage' over time.
i would support an increase BUT I never see an officer in SOHAM. There
is so much wrong with ecdc polotics, take the money from them, which
so many people are referring to corruption, back handers, help my mate
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organisation
Yes, more money for police, pick up
the hand outs first
Police funding should be from adequate national funds, properly divided
between all police services
Perhaps even double that figure would not be unreasonable as long as
you can demonstrate the improvememts it makes
I would support option 1 if this were to be the only increase in Council
Tax but I can foresee this being the first request with other bodies
following, i.e. pay more for more nurses, teachers ......
but they have to be seen on regular basis
I am in favour of this as long as it goes to increasing number of officers
and not filtered off elsewhere.
As long as the increase in officers definitely occurs across the whole
region (ie that it includes rural areas)
I would support an increase of £2 per month if it would increase the
number of Traffic Officers on shift
The Crime Commissioner and his office is an expensive political pawn
which we cannot afford. This office should be returned to the
responsibility of the Chief Constable which would deliver the necessary
savings and more and would allow the Police Force to recruit more
warranted officers without having to loose officers or services. We need
to remove politics from Policing.
55 coppers all over the county of Cambridge is not a lot eg. might get
one more for Huntingdon and St Ives, however as a pensioner it will not
affect my outgoing tax a lot. and I agree to the increase
Member of neighbour hood watch so very keen on extra police
Get more money from the government not the public already paying their
taxes
We need to adequately fund our police force for our safety and security.
i would happily pay above £1 monthly for this essential service.
I personally am very happy with this but do worry about its impact on the
poorer members of the community
what about PCSO's?
We need more officers on the streets. Their presence is needed to
ensure the safety of the public and to reduce crime.
Save money by merging forces, especially round cities like
Peterborough. It is crazy to have five forces within ten miles.
Have not had a police presence in my village for some years now, so
why pay more for nothing ???????
Fund more police by removing Police Commissioner and all his staff who
contribute nothing to crime control and policing
Make sure the additional income is used to fund an extra 55 police
officers - make their presence visible.
This is a biased survey. No increase does not mean having to reduce
police numbers.
Only if the extra officers where pro rata to the population centers.
The PCC needs to secure more funding from the Home Office and get a
fair deal for Cambridgeshire.
It Would Allow a Greater Feeling of Community.
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Reduce PCSO numbers to zero
I find it insulting that the PCC has taken on a Deputy, instead of using
that money to help fund the stretched front line, and is now asking the
community pay more tax. I would have said yes to an increase of the
PCC had not taken on a Deputy.
The problem is how many other services similarly ask for additional £s
and the consequent total addition to the tax.
I haven't seen a policeman for 3 years and thought you only ran
Cameras now so no way am I prepared to pay even a penny more so
you can sit in the station.
Seems a comparatively small price to pay for extra police presence in
our area.
What we do have are useless. Disabled widow and pensioner
threatened by 5 youths on her doorstep, fuelled by drink and drugs,
verbally abused and terrified. Do you send round anyone? Of course
not. Week later + several calls to you, then someone eventually takes
her statement. CCTV evidence to back up her ordeal. What do your lot
do? Eventually haul miscreant in but CCTV ignored. And you expect
general public to have faith in police? No chance. Victim had to use
savings to get solicitor to write extremely strong letter to you concerned.
THEN HE TOOK NOTICE. Police force? A joke that elderly victim had
been brought up to trust. No longer. Police just couldn't care less. To
repeat - whole lot are not reliable, biased, useless.
Get rid of all PCSOs who are a waste of money and use that cash to
employ Police Officers
As long as this extra cost is used to employ Police Officers in
Peterborough area not all in Cambridge. These new officers need to be
divided as per numbers of population not including students which only
stay for a short period of tme.
£1 a month is very little to pay collectively for extra officers. More
investment would also, I hope, feel more appreciated.
I only support this if we see these extra officers in rural area, especially
the villages. We need more PCSOs with less area for each to cover.
Unable to say based on information given ...I'm not sure budget is only
dictated by police officer numbers only.
Funding cuts were implemented by Central Government not Council Tax
Payers.The increase in revenue should come from Central Government.
My OAP Pension will not go up accordingly.
We rarely see any Police Officers anyway
i think the majority should go to emergency services and not the council
Haven't seen policeperson in my village for ages and with biggest
problem burglary that is now not an issue that you care about why have
more police who don't care
How can we be sure that once an increase has been organised we shall
see these additional officers ?
And get rid of the beaurocrats, using the significant money spent on
penpushers and commissioners on front line policing!
I'm on a debt management plan and cannot afford to pay more.
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These additional police officers should be fairly allocated to localities. In
recent months it has been in the press that St.Ives doesn't have a fair
allocation of police officer per head of the population / split of funding.
ONLY if this is going to deliver extra police officers, not to add to the list
of support staff, eg PCSO's
The information should give the full list of increases for each tax band - I
don't carry the multipliers in my head.
The press release started by referring to 'homeowners' when it should
have said 'households' as lower down
Would like to see factual evidence of the increase and for it to be
monitored.
In addition, I would get rid of the police and crime commissioner and his
office and put that money towards additional policing.
The PCC and his office is a completely unnecessary extra level of
expensive bureaucracy.
And also allow humanisation of the shift patterns for existing officers,
which makes unrealistic demands on family life. The current laudable
figures quoted are at the cost of serving officers' welfare, and are
unsustainable.
Providing these promises are "cast in stone"....not using the funds raised
for other "important" issues, gut reactions
We never see a policeman as we were in our car and someone tried to
get in we called the police but no one came my wife and daughter were
terrified
Proper Police officers would be nice as opposed to the PCSO's that we
might see one in a while in St Ives. The PCSO seen no more than Tax
Collectors, issueing parking fines.
More officers are needed not only on the beat but also in unmarked
vehicles on the roads.
Only if the increase is actually going to happen
The level of Police support right now is inadequate, yet central
government insists it is. Therefore more pressure should be put on
central govt to fund the extra officers required - NOT the council
taxpayer.
Now the police station has closed in chatteris we see very little of Police
in the town. Any extra officers would be moved to the larger towns in the
Cambridgeshire area or even into the Capital London.
I'd be willing to support Option 1 in the unlikely event the police force did
more to protect the public from crimes such as burglary, damage to
property, any form of shoplifting [eg under £200] + the police must
address the problem of the traveller community being beyond every law.
I'm convinced the public would respond positively to the police in return
for being protected. It doesn't go unnoticed there are no officers
available for crimes we feel important, yet plenty for certain events. We
pay, so we should have the say when we wish to be protected. I
understand this is difficult but it is in your interests to have the public
view the police force in a more positive light.
Given the increasing crime rate and reduced Central Goverment funding
this seems to be the only sensible option.
have opted for this as we almost never see a police officer despite out
parish funding a CPSO
I don't know who is filling in this survey, but I do hope that you are not
assuming that it is a representative cross section of Council Tax payers?
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And I hope that you will be careful not to say that I have "backed option
1" when I might have preferred many other options that have not been
proposed to me. All I have done is indicate a preference between three
not very good options...
Cambridgeshire (Ely)requires more police officers.
Make it £2 and lets have 100 officers - half in traffic hopefully - £25 is
less than the price of a night out
I would pay extra if the resources were employed locally. Being in the
position where we had a young child in the house and 30 plus youths
fighting outside our houses with knives and drugs and police didn’t
attend this would only be worthwhile if resources were directed to
making the community feel safer.
I would be happer with an extra £4 a month if it meant getting an extra
220 officers!! After all what's £4 a month.. it's just one lunch (an
expensive meal deal)
small price to pay for extra protection . At present m paying £40 to have
brown bin emptied sono contest
I wholeheartedly support the police in Cambs. However, I’d like to see
this money come from a reallocation of finding currently going to the
County Council rather than an increase in the overall tax. Do County
Council enforcement officers still ride round with police wrt hare
coursing? Highways at CCC is horrendously inefficient. Also, any
increase in Council Tax for any teason at all, will give CCC the idea that
they can ask for more too.
Too many small incidents fall through the net these days due to less
police officers, but these incidents can mean a lot to the ordinary law
abiding citizens.
Providing money goes solely to the Police and not to the Council.
On the face of it the proposed increase of £1 per month seems a small
price to pay for extra policing but of course this would just be the
beginning. The extra increase would no doubt become an annual event
and would be the thin end of the wedge with regards to other services
wanting to jump on to the band wagon.
Also, where would these extra officers be stationed? We live in rural
East Cambridgeshire and would probably see no noticeable difference
whatsoever as they would probably be allocated to urban areas.
Although this survey may appear to be part of a democratic process I
also note the comment "Your views will then inform the Commissioner’s
final decision on how much to raise the policing part of the council tax."
implying that there will be an increase regardless of peoples opinion.
There is also the comment " respond to an increase in demand" when
we are perpetually being informed that crime is on the decrease.
I am not standing on a political soapbox but the only way to cure the ills
of the public services in this country by an increase in income taxation
whether we like it or not.
Provided that the extra cash goes into option 1 and the increase of 55
Officers actually happens.
That does not mean employing 55 extra when say 25 have resigned.
The Government manipulates figures on the NHS all of the time in this
way.
In my town we already have no dedicated police officers so it should
make no difference
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None of the above. Why is this not funded through central government?
It must be more expensive to police in rural areas so it should be a
burden shared equally.
Also this survey is flawed, people who have been a victim of crime are
probably more likely to opt for a rise.
I suspect that 55 new officers actually isn't enough to make a real
difference?
the usual story that Cambridge gets less funding, this applies to per
head for health, as I understand it. £12,00 per year to help to keep up
with the demand for more policing to cope with the increase in crimes
seems very reasonable
I would stand down the commissioner and his office and use those
funds.
This survey is divisive
lets get the bobbys back on the beat !
As long as this equals extra police visible on the streets not hidden away
, consider reopening st ives police station and as I said having a visible
effective band of street police
Subject: funding
Option 1
On the basis that the £12 is a fixed sum for all Council Tax bands.
On condition that PCSO's continue in the Force.
I would expect to see an officer in my village on a regular basis if this
was implemented
£1 a month is a small price to pay for the protection we could get .
I'd go fpr Option A (but do wonder what we're paying Council Tax for, if
more items become 'extras')
personally a bigger increase (say £2 a month) would still be OK
The way our local policing area has been reduced of a police station and
Pcso on the front line means i do not think any money will go to our area
anyway , so therefore we would oppose any increase as it is clear we
will not benefit . The policing in Fenland is poor anyway, so unless you
make sure that any increases in money is fairly distributed (rather than
city), then i do not think any increase is justifiable.
ONLY £1 PER MONTH
Provided these are front line officers.
We need a strong police force to combat crime. As a population we are
aware of cutbacks in all aspects of our lives,
paying an extra £1 monthly is a small price to pay for increased police
protection
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Crime is creeping up whilst police numbers are coming down. £12 pa is
a small price to pay for greater peace of mind for us, the public.
increases crime detection and public confidence
I rarely see any police officers and wonder if even that increase is
enough.
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I DO NOT THINK THAT SUCH A PROPOSAL CAN BE CONSIDERED
APART FROM THE WIDER BUDGET OF SOCIAL PROVISION,
POLICING MUST NOT BE PRIVILEGED
policing at present of our village (Newborough) is non-existent, so any
additional officers would be very welcome.
Because whatever is done there will be no increased police coverage
(feet on the ground) in the Tydd St. Giles area of Cambridgeshire, any
resources would be put into policing the main towns, not the rural
villages. When you say front line police, do you mean PCSO's or full
Police Constables? There is a great deal of difference.
To enable a Police presence in Brampton
I strongly believe the role of the PCSO is now redundant and the money
spent on them should be put into full time police officers on the ground.
I do not agree with The fire service joining the Police they should be left
as 2 SEPERATE services.
Only replace officers leaving or retiring. The extra officers will not make
any significant difference to local policing. I will support the disbandment
of PCSO's as I do not consider them value for money
I was a special constable for 29 years so I am aware of the implications
of policing locally. Why not recruit more special constables and use them
in local policing?
I agree if the money IS spent on FRONT LINE POLICING, ie BOOTS
ON THE GROUND. I would oppose any increase to fund more desk
bound warriors shuffling bumph.
Lock up persistent offenders to rid the public of their crimes; Not just
make them sweep up leaves.
I don't like any of the options in terms of the manner in which the
question is posed. I live in a Band D rated house in Maxey and we
effectively have no policing in the village and have not seen a police
officer for some considerable time. While I would like to see an increase
in police officers as that is what is required, why should residents in the
rurals effectively subsidise the city policing. Paying more for what we
don't actually receive at the moment is not acceptable to me or other
parishioners.
So that burglary’s can be attended whatever has been stolen.
But only if it’s going to make a visible difference to policing in my village
(Over), and that the police pull their act together to respond to key
intelligence being given to them
As State Pensioners that increase is a large proportion of our pension
increase. Our daughter is a Police Officer and became so disillusioned
with our service
Central government should be providing funds for policing. Only by
refusing to pay more in council tax will government realise that it must
provide additional funds. The structure of the options suggest that option
2 is the expected answer. With option 1 just being used to make the
option 2 increase more acceptable.
increase officer numbers by reducing admin support staff, streamline
paperwork systems, reduce expenditure on frivolous activities such as
advertising, awareness campaigns and get back to core police activities
such as catching criminals and responding to calls instead of focussing
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on politically championed issues and having unhelpful call handlers who
do not want to deal with your calls when reporting criminal activities.
Unfortunately we live in a village that does not even have a PCSO and
have not seen a police officer for years which is concerning
Provided all enrolled 55 PCs go on front line duties.
I believe all bands should pay the same as they all benefit equally from
the increase in officer numbers.
When you can afford to send 19 police vehicles to the Fitzwilliam Hunt
on Boxing Day when they said that hunt monitors were carrying bottles
of acid -which was a lie - you don’t need any more officers or vehicles.
well worth it to try to make st ives safer
Jason Abblewhite is an "empire builder". He enjoys the sound of his
own voice. His office is getting larger and larger. As a pensioner and
band E council tax contributer I feel that I am paying far too much
already. Once the county council add their increase (undoubtedly),
followed by the District Council and Town Council I am sure the increase
will be inflationary. Remove the Police and Crime Commisioner's Office
entirely to fund the police.
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I fully support this. There are increasing reports of rural crime
unfortunately.
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But I don't want to see this being spent on traffic police
Would be nice to actually see a beat Bobby in St Ives, increasing police
numbers and deterring crime would be a benefit.
We need to see Police Officers on the beat as there are none to be seen
anywhere at this time. Seeing Officers 'on the beat' can help to deter
crime.
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BUt only if that policing was visible in our rural communities. I can not
remember the last time I saw a unformed officer in my neighbourhood
other than in the cars either going or leaving Brampton Butchers for
breakfast or lunch. Yet if I go to Huntingdon, Cambridge or Peterborough
they are on the street out of their cars as well as driving around.
Once again the rural community pays for city and town policing, gets lip
service and excuses of lack of man power (no lack manpower for sports
event or Duxford!!!!
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No regular rural presence then no increase is supported.
My experience is that there are large numbers of police sent to traffic
accidents and the like when it obviously doesn't require them. There are
large savings to be made from the effective use of ICT and proportionate
response to crime such as terroism in Cambs.
Do house builders pay anything towards the additional needs placed on
the emergency services by the increase in housing?
We need police in Chatteris, which has lost its police station. There are
now a significant number of thefts being reported on our community
Facebook page.
Chatteris won't see any more police than it has for around twenty years,
they whizz through town at top speed just to get out of chatteris as quick
shower they can I've seen it
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I am prepared to up my choice and support option 1 were the police to
streamline its own hierarchy. You talk about cooperation and shared
duties with other constabularies, which is fine for starters, but there
would be far more efficiencies established were Hertfordshire ,
Bedfordshire, Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk and Cambridgeshire were to
combine as a homogenous unit. Why it is necessary to have six chief
constables in such a small population area with six different agenda?
I raise this point with feeling living next to the borders of Hertfordshire
and Bedfordshire. Sometimes it is necessary to make three separate
phone calls to get a result from the police.
Is a £12 a year increase enough? Personally I think it should be higher.
I'd be happier with an extra £30-£50 a year.
As long as when you ask for help, supply the information requested, you
actually get help! Only once have I asked, supplied the information and
then nothing. No follow up or contact even to advise that you cannot
help.
Yes we would be prepared to pay and additional £12 for additional 55
officers, however as pensioners we see this as a back door tax. We are
continually being underfunded by central government resulting in
cutback to many services that are important to the community. This will
be reflected in our future voting decisions.
But you must produce the officers and the additional funds must go to
additional policing.
As long as this is distributed outside of main towns and cities. As the
resident of a large village outside of Cambridge it often feels like we
have _no_ police coverage at all as all resources go into the A14 and
Cambridge City.
the courts have got to fight the people who break the law by not paying
Council Tax,there's too many of them now,sort them,We pay to much
Council Tax to cover them and you know it.
Corrupt and racist institution
Save money by closing the Crime Commissioners office and reinvest
this money into front line Officers
Why do you need a deputy? Indeed it would be a cost saving to get rid of
your role and the additional staff costs and go back to the system had
before PCC were created. The role has just created a new layer of
empire builders.
I suspect that the police require even more than this in order to fulfil the
increasingly complicated investigations they need to mount, Eg.
terrorism, internet crime, sexual crimes and domestic abuse. While
realising that many people cannot afford to pay a lot more, I would be
happy to pay an increase of £5 per month to maintain and expand
services.
How much does the Police and Crime Commissioner and his staff cost
versus the previous system?
This says to 'allow an increase of 55 Police Officers'. I am voting for this
option on the understanding that 'there would be an increase of 55
Police Officers'.
Top council employees should assess if there is any justification to take
the salary that they awarding themselves. In my opinion they are paying
themselves far too much. Most Peterborough citizen earn minimum
wage!!!!!! and living on under £15000 per year!!!!!!!
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PCSOs are also valued
I would also have gone for a further option, Option 4: £10+ (home owner
selectable). I feel very strongly about the relationship between the
number of officers on patrol and the reduction in crime that this brings.
Even separate from Council Tax, offering a method of taking anonymous
donations so no one can be accused of paying for special treatment
would be an option my family would gladly donate to.
The crime rate around the villages in Cambridgeshire seems to have got
quite a bit worse in the last few years with burglaries and opportunist
crimes on the rise. I would support any increase in funding that helps to
protect people in their own homes as it is becoming very worrying.
Thank you for your efforts.
You are certainly appreciated and if Option 1 ultimately helps the police
force and members of the public ,then Good Luck to you!
We need more police especially in St Ives and surrounding villages.
Get rid of the police and crime commissioner and save a lot of money.
So long as its not wasted on even more senior officers sitting in offices at
HQ and would allow rural areas to have greater coverage
Providing there is a visible presence on the streets and local
neighbourhoods
more focus on rural crime, possible remote camera's so an officer can
attend early instead of repeat callouts and never catching the same
people that are crime repeating ( hare coursers )
The population need to realise that we need to pay for policing,
education, Health Service and Social Services. The Tory Government
has not allowed Local Authorities to raise Council Taxes to properly fund
to these services. We need to pay more to keep our Public Services
working properly.
Providing those new officers are beat based and not office or vehicle
based
On the ground not in an office.
Option 4 : Sack all crime commissioners and their cohorts, sack all chief
constables and their cohorts. Put in place a single Police England
structure. Use the public money saved to double the number of
constables.
I'm on a state pension so any increase is a major reduction for my living
needs
I want a greater focus on traffic policing which, in turn, should result in
more income to the Government from fines. Living in Buckden, the
behaviour of many drivers on the A1 is appalling & it should be no
problem catching & prosecuting them using available video technology.
The bad driving is also not restricted to the A1 but also on local roads &
in villages.
I am happy to support you need extra Police they do one of the most
important jobs our police are fantastic your our Heroes
We NEED these police officers
It is clear that many public services cannot operate to the satisfaction of
the electorate without additional resources. Increases in population and
the change in age profile does impact on services. It is my view that in a
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rural setting the police are unable to provide the resources to provide
responses to what is now considered to be low level crime such as
burglary, vehicle theft and distraction crimes. Taxes are insufficient to
provide what is needed and there needs to be a practical consensus
about paying more for this reason I support the proposal option 1.
Provided the additional officers are used to combat crime - not social
disdemeanours.
Local Tax
Option 1: I agree to an increase by £1 per month (an increase of 55
Police Officers)
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Subject: Precept Survey
Yes to Option 1
Make sure additional police resources are spread across county not
centred on Cambridge or Peterborough
I reside in a rural area (Warboys). We hardly ever see or are away of
any Police presence. There is little or no high visibility policing. Why are
we wasting money on PCSO's who have no powers, and we never see.
They are not Police Officers. Why are we wasting money (£28,000) on a
Deputy Police & Crime Commisioner). This is where money could be
saved. An increase in council tax would not be beneficial in terms of
more visble Police Officers on the streets
Happy to pay
It’s not the number of officers that is important it is the quality of the
officer and how they are managed that is. Money should not be wasted
on publicity stunts.
1.) If you're not going to bother chasing shop-lifters who steal something
worth less than £200 then you may as well all give up and stay in bed? I
work hard, so why should I pay for my own shopping if it costs less than
£200, when some smack-head that hasn't bothered going to work is
getting his shopping for free?
2.) The War on drugs isn't working, and is bogus anyhow. Legalise all
drugs like Portugal has done? Seems to be working there? If drugs are
illegal, people still take them so making them illegal just gives all the
money to the criminals, and you end up with people like Al Capone
during the prohibition era in the US?
3.) What's the procedure for reporting UFOs or Flying-saucers? If they're
invading our air-space / planet and nothing is being done then is it being
covered up because we can'd defend ourselves against them, or is it
because the Govt. wants us to keep buying petrol and paying for
electricity even though they could produce free energy over 50 years
ago? Not only are we being robbed by our own government but our use
of fossil fuels and nuclear power is destroying our planet / environment
too and has been needlessly killing people. When people find out about
what's really been going on, the public are going to be VERY angry? Will
our local Police be bringing the criminals to justice that lied to us about
free energy and kept it from us, or will you be shooting the local people
that you're supposed to be protecting? Oh yeah, sorry, I forgot that you
swore allegiance to the Queen instead of to the people?
4.) Princess Diana was murdered but the Police are too busy involved in
the cover up to actually serve her any justice? Great work guys. Bringing
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justice to all unless they're murdered on the orders of someone very
important?
5.) Dr David Kelly was murdered and the Police just helped to cover it
up. What a sick world we're living in. Did you "sex-up" his suicide? Poor
bugger. He tried to stop us going to war as he knew we were all being
lied to, and it cost him his life as he was decent enough to open his
mouth about it? Enough people said at the time that it was murder and
you did bugger all about it.
6.) 9/11 was an inside job and everyone knows this is the case but Tony
Blair is still a free man after sending our sons and daughters to die in a
fake war, based on that false flag event. Why haven't you locked him up
yet? If the US did 9/11 themselves, then why are we working with these
people and sharing intelligence with them?
7.) What's the point of catching criminals if there's no space in prison for
them? It's just a waste of time and money trying to catch them.
8.) What's the point of trying to rehabilitate people in prison when it's
been proven not to work?
9.) Can I have a refund, please, for all the council tax I have paid for
Police services? To be fair, I am not a criminal and I haven't been a
victim of crime either, apart from our own Govt. charging me for energy
which they should have provided for free.
10.) Why don't you use psychics or mediums to help solve cases or
locate criminals? Is it because they don't like swearing on the Holy Bible
in court?
This seems very good value
population increases in this county mean that the number of officers to
do an equivalent job to the past needs to also rise. Changes in the
nature of crime, cold case reviews, the complexity of many
investigations and concomitant technologically focussed activities again
need an increase in personnel to provide an adequate response,
particularly with the increasing diversity of skills required.
~In my view reducing the resources for policing is placing an intolerable
burden on those currently serving, depleting the ability to police by
consent, and is actually counterproductive
As a teacher, I am well aware of the desirability of managing potential
situations of disorder or other undesirable attitudes and outcomes by
proactive engagement, and pre-planning/ awareness before things get
beyond the potential stage and overt control is required. Such an
approach requires sufficient manpower, intelligence, creativity, and a
willingness to anticipate and engage (sometimes ad nauseam!) with all
sectors of those policing and to be policed/ managed effectively
There is plenty of scope to raise extra money by local councilors being
paid a sensible wage and numerous other cost saving opportunities.
There are vast sums of money being wasted lets address this first. This
should be the first option listed above. No one wants to pay more when
they can see such wastes of rate payers money already.
Additional Officers or other staff need to be used efficiently and not just
as a PR exercise or visible presence. They need to be effective in
reducing crime
As a retired senior Police Officer the money wasted on the Police Crime
Commissioner should be stopped immediately and used for proper
policing
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Officers should respond to burglary and tackle drug dealing
Judging by the last time I saw a police officer and that my local police
station (Histon) is only open for a few hours a week, I hope the money is
spent getting officers on the ground and visible. £12 a year is a small
amount, perhaps ask for £50 and get a decent level of resources?
Important to maintain or improve police numbers
Police officers must be more visual in helping to prevent crime before it
takes place
when officers are seen in the community, i think it serves as a deterrant
we would pay that no problem, we know you are underfunded. However
we feel that you need build confidence in the public by investigating all
crime, including smaller thefts, etc. The sentencing of many crimes also
is a frustration by most people I know, and seen as not hard enough
even on lower almost everything. Zero tolerance on small stuff in my
mind is something you should enforce, as it often develops from that.
But additional savings still need to be made to make the force more
efficient as with the private sector.
We have high petty crime in this area. We are loosing faith in the police.
We believe that the Police know who they are but do not have the
resources the follow through.
This agreement to Option 1 is with the proviso that Peterborough gets a
fair share of the extra officers.
Only of it was guaranteed that the increase would contribute to an
increase in front line operational police officers and not back end support
elements.
Unfortunately our salaries have gone down considerably over past 2-3
years, mine by £10,000 pa, when this is considered along with increases
in gas, electricity, council tax, petrol, food, clothing increases my
spending power is effectively zero.
Its not a good argument to cite that other forces spend 55p compared to
43p by cambridgeshire. Other forces need to reduce their spending. One
of the main issues for some public sector services is that personal
pensions remain too high which means that too much of the money is
dedicated to the retired living of the police service instead of the services
to the public. For too many years this has been unacceptable. Will
someone admit this and change it.
You have increased by 2% last year in my band. Inflation is what I
would expect to accept as a maximum. I believe by focusing specifically
on numbers you are leading people to answer in what You really desire.
Start with inflation on last years and see that would deliver. Hence at
present my choice of your middle way.
£12 pa is so cheap, £25 pa should be within most peoples' budget.
this money should be used only for policing staff numbers- either police
officers or police staff wage only - not for other policing matters such as
assets or speed camera's or IT.
I would like you to find equivalent savings to enable you to increase by
55 officers.
Due to crime this year, it would be very helpful for both the public and for
the police department to have an increase in police officers.
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We have never seen police officers in 15 years of living in the Fens and
so no proposed increase will change that.
The loss of PCSOs was a stupid move - instead there should have been
pressure on Government to give them greater power, such as the power
to arrest & detain until a PC arrives. There is also the issue of alienating
volunteers who were operating an incredibly successful Speedwatch
campaign, at minimal cost to the County - Speedwatch has now declined
to the point of being totally ineffective. Another very silly move. So while I
would in the past have supported an increase in the precept, I no longer
trust that the money will be used efficiently & effectively.
I think £50 would be better
Without a detailed breakdown of costs it is impossible to evaluate the
options. As we rarely see a police officer now, reducing the numbers will
not make any difference. Alternative savings - get rid of that helicopter.
Option 1 has got to be the most serious consideration since it would be
doing no more than moving total numbers back up towards policing
levels.
Choosing Option 2 would do nothing other than keep things are they are
currently.
I believe you hav cut back already and feel we need to fund further
police officers. I understand that they will not appear on the streets
necessarily but will enable all the other issues that need to be tackled
can be done. I do not feel that police walking the streets actually reduces
any crime but to have more officers to respond to 999 or101 calls is
important and cyber crime etc.
It would be good to know what the crime rates are now compared to say
5 years ago assuming that the same measures are applied. I just get the
feeling that a lot goes unreported.
When PCSO David Jackson. He was seen in Cambourne. Since the new
PCSO. You never see him in Cambourne.
To many officers in cars never see any on the beat.
It's difficult to look at policing in isolation to other elements of council tax.
We all have financial restrictions and need to know what increase we're
faced with to start with before being able to confirm whether we can
agree to a higher increase for this particular element.
It's all too easy to ask for extra money by promising a better service. You
need to approach this from the other end - provide a better service and
then we'll be prepared to pay for it.
as long as the money is used for this purpose only
I support option 1 but on one condition, that these extra officers are in
addition to current front line officers and that we see MORE community
policing. The absence of PC's and WPC's presence visibly seen on our
streets us regrettable.
What sort of officers are they? PCSOs included? Will they support
development of NHW in new estates?
It would be nice to see policemen in Yaxley again
I have lived in St Ives for 25 yrs previously cambridge I have become
alarmed by the increase of crime here and lack of policing in the area I'm
sure most people would rather pay the increase and feel safe in our
homes.
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Willing to pay more than option 1
We need more not fewer officers in our communities
Reopen Chatteris Police Stn
Former police officer - very supporting of the PCC and his efforts to
increase frontline resources.
Provided that there is a visible presence even at the edges of the county
Only if there are more police on the streets and in Cambridge town
during the day
And that van thefts, car thefts, and any other thefts are treated as any
other crime and not put to the bottom of the pile as low priority
I believe this increase is necessary to help deal with the less visual
crimes of computer scams and sexual exploitation of children and
women rather than necessarily having "bobbies on the beat" which might
be resassuring to some people who want kids sitting on garden walls to
be chased away or parking annoyances to be dealt with.
One has to ask why the burden of maintaining the number of Officers
relies on the local Council Tax when the Government has chosen to
reduce the % given in order to fund other less important things like
reducing the tax paid to central Government which is as it always was.
We should look upon the Police force as a National asset with the
greatest % being funded by the National tax payer.
Do more about neighbourhood nuisance.
I am more than happy to pay £1 extra a month if it means more police on
the beat.
The taxpayer is being squeezed everywhere so the government should
fund the police force more adequately.
More police on the beat, walking around rather than riding around in
cars. Much more effective than being in cars!!!
Every year some weak excuse is made to thieve even more money from
struggling families to fund an imported crime wave ... the elephant in the
room not allowed to be discussed! This country is grossly over governed
and over taxed ...sorry but no more! People are getting into debt to pay
such political taxes ... stop importing crime by checking every migrants
criminal history as happens in other parts of the world such as
Australia!The people never agreed to being in the eu or to funding it
,never agreed to vast amounts of the scam that is 'foreign aid' ... the
buck stops!
With option 1 there can be no guarantee the money will be spent
correctly.
This is a minimal charge for increased flexibility and service to the public.
Council Taxes continue to rise well above the average person's salary
increases, we all have to find extra savings from somewhere so why
keep coming back to the squeezed households for more!
The police DO NOT NEED POLICE COMMISSIONERS IT PEOPLE
LIKE YOURSELF ARE PUTTING A DRAIN ON THE POLICE CAN'T
REMEMBER THE LAST TIME I SAW A POLICE OFFICER IN SAWTRY
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YOU AS A POLICE COMMISSIONER ARE THE ONE DRAINING
THEIR FUNDS !
Having a police and crime commissioner and his supportive office is an
unnecessary expense. The obvious saving is to do away with this
position and reinvest in front line policing.
This choice is very much dependent on how much other elements of the
council tax increase. Whilst we are willing to pay an additional £12 per
annum to fund an additional 55 officers and if those additional officers
are active in the community and not merely pen pushers or seated at a
desk for the majority of their time we are not willing to pay £12 per
annum plus numerous other increases, which in themselves appear to
be reasonable, if the total of all the increases leads to a large percentage
increase in the total paid. We are pensioners on fixed incomes and are
not able to find or fund such amounts.
The police have become almost invisible on the roads and streets. More
officers are needed and I support Option 1 as this is the best choice of
three. I would prefer to see an increase of more than £1 per month to put
policing on a firm footing. However, I believe waste and inefficiency also
need to be dealt with.
55 OFFICERS PER YEAR WILL NOT MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE TO
THE OFFICER ON FOOT PATROL OR COVERING OUT LYING
VILLAGES THAT DONOT SEE ANY BEAT PATROLS FROM ONE
YEAR TO THE NEXT
I think it is important to increase our Police Officers and with all services
already cut I agree that the Council Tax should be increased. If it had
been increased by the correct amount over the past few years all
services could have been maintained. I appreciate that it was the
Government that put pressure on Councils but at the end of the day you
only get what you pay for and Cambridgeshire is important to me.
Hammer the government for more funding i as an individual fear for the
safety wellbeing police wise of the communities people in
cambridgeshire And prioritise the police manning better perhaps there
are a lot of important things in the communities that need addressing
one could go on and on But one comes to mind too many pen pushers
and bosses get more police on the beat and cut all the paperwork down
that officers spend time doing when they could be doing a proper
policing job in the communities
When are Beds, Cambs and Herts going to finally properly combine into
a single force and realise all the efficiency savings of economies of
scale, with just a single management structure instead of three, with all
of the duplications that implies?
As long as it goes towards extra police on the beat!
We don't get value for money now set the crime commissioner and his
deputy and then you would have enough money
could be more!! £3.00 is better.
I would be willing to pay more but ONLY if the increase were to be
matched by Government funding. We are already paying significant
taxes.
Absolutely needed! Will support wholeheartedly
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I am more than willing to go for option ‘one’ providing policing is seen to
be done without ‘No go areas and the soft approach to crime committed
locally to traveller’s sites. Political correctness has been taken too far.
Subject: Option 1 is acceptable.
Visible policing with additional officers would be welcome.
Respect to our Police Officers.
bring it on.....soonest possible
If we want appropriate services we need to pay a bit more
I support this increase as long as it will allow for a regular community
police officer in my village.
Plus more transport police as there appear to be many more '
dangerous' drivers on the roads...those who still use mobile phones
commit road rage
The training of future police officers should be for the highest level of
practise and for persons who have a caring enthusiasm for their work.
It' a no brainer !!
As we NEVER see a policeman in our village now I am not willing to pay
one penny more to Police Funds.
Spoke on this topic with previous MP; he wasn't elected.
I would be happy to pay an additional £5 per month.
The money wasted in the Police Commissioner and his office should be
diverted into front line services to pay for more than 55 extra officers.
If we paid an extra £2 per month we could have potholes filled in.
If we paid an extra £3 per month we could have a better bus service.
If we paid an extra £4 per month we could have better rubbish collection.
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Where will it stop?
Extra police officers on the beat, in towns, please, not in HQ doing
paperwork, not in cars on the M11, A1, A14, dual carriageways.
Police funding is so important and if by paying a £1 a month extra allows
an extra 55 police officers in the district, then perhaps for us living out in
one of the Cambridgeshire villages we may see a more local police
presence?
I'm happy to pay an extra £12 a year if it actually goes towards that
increase of 55 police officers. We certainly need more, if only to open
police stations longer. But we won't know if that £12 increase works until
it doesn't. And we will not be refunded will we!!
I would support Option 1 if you were to adjust your policing priorities.
The Hunting Act banned hunting with dogs and yet numerous hunts in
our region continue to hunt with dogs, apparently supported by
Cambridgeshire Police. A bit less money spent on ensuring that the
unspeakable can continue to pursue the uneatable would provide you
with at least some extra cash to properly police the region. As far as I
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can see, Cambridgeshire Police Force is acting as a private security firm
for the rich and powerful of the region and I can hardly support increased
funding to allow this to continue.
Don't reduce numbers but use their time more effectively I observe a lot
of wasted police time when budgets are tight and I would like to see that
waste stopped before more money is given. For example the re-opening
of a 60 year old cold case of the Deep Freezer murder of Anne Noblett
when the killer is almost certainly dead. When you can't cope with
current policing demands what the rationale for devoting scarce
resources to that enquiry? Or the police cars I frequently see parked up
with officers playing with their phones.
The cost is less than a cup of coffee a month. I very much hope that you
will be supported in pursuing option 1.
If it means we actually visibly SEE a Police Officer in our village (Linton)
which we have not done for a long time, or even in the City of Cambridge
where they are invisible to because of cuts, then we will bite the bullet
and pay it (even though we are pensioners). It is appalling that
Emergency services have suffered cuts at all, especially as public safety
has recently become even more important . If we do pay the extra, and
then do not actually see the promised improvement, what recourse do
we have?
I have been very pleased to hear that Cambridgeshire has been getting
rid of PCSOs (in my view not up to the job of proper policing) and the
prospect of increasing the number of proper police officers by 55 seems
very sensible, particularly in view of the increased levels of rural crime
(travellers' theft, hare coursing, etc).
The service has been cut too severely & I support an increase to stop
the decline.
Option 1 is preferred but continued savings can be made by police
forces amalgamating eg; Cambs, Norfolk, Suffolk becoming one Force.
Challenging, yes; but there have been 43 police forces in England &
Wales, since the 1970's [I believe] and Chief Constables should now
accept the need not just to partnership with other Forces and emergency
services but join forces, becoming even more efficient, economically,
politically and environmentally.
Only if they are responsive to local needs, i.e. cutting speeding through
villages, obstructive parking, prevention of shed burglaries. We no longer
see the PCSOs in the villages so unlikely to see an officer.
with reservation - as long as the police officers are visible in all parts of
City of Cambridge as they used to - walking about, watching traffic
junctions, attending to the gridlock so that it can be unlocked, educating
or fining cyclists for riding on pavements, jumping red lights, riding in
single file. Also checking motorists for speeding in the '20' zones, anti
social behaviour from all sections of the society. What are the extra 55
police officers supposed to do - sitting in front of computers? You have
mentioned reducing or making PCSO redundant - why? Could they be
redeployed as traffic police?
I would want to see confirmation that the additional officers are recruited
and that the money did not get diverted into other expenditure.
Would willingly pay more for front line policing of our local areas. More
'bobbies on the beat' and less paperwork. Personally I think the country
went wrong when it centralised policing and I miss the days of a local
police officer housed in each village who knew everyone.
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We are strongly in favour of this option and would like to see more police
officers in Cambs.
Our Police need to be resourced properly to meet the challenges and
expectations of ourselves.
Central government should contribute more for policing via local
government
Abolish the PCC and fund extra front line policing from savings.
Give up your salary and all costs as police commissioner first.
I would pay MORE than the £12 PA to increase policing if I could expect
to see the benefit
Subject: more police
Option 1
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The central government should fund services equally across the country.
There should be a statutory number of police resources.
I live alone and am penalised on council tax as it is. The preferred option
is fine in a household with two adults as they each pay 50% of this
wretched tax vs me paying 75%. My income is below the poverty level
with work pension fixed. I want to see the abolition of commissioners
and their pals with that money used for more police.
This would be a small price to pay for a safer environment for everyone
There cannot be too many police officers in my view. I would be willing to
support an even larger increase
The stable corners of society are health, education and security. All
budgets for these areas should be increased not reduced. If a reduction
is needed it should mean a review of work practices to become more
efficient and get more value for money.
How can we be assured that such an increase in council tax is passed
on for police funding?
Will an agreed increase of this nature restrict any further allocation from
the council budget i.e. will it mean that the usual police funding allocation
from the council budget will be reduced or reallocated to other services?
I would be quite happy to support an increase of £2 per month.
If it would reduce my risk of getting burgled or mugged I would happily
pay 5 pounds per month extra
If it helps policing in rural areas
Also abolish the post of PCC and deploy savings to frontline policing
Very disappointed in the police. I have to earn my salary increase,
obviously the police do not.
This is absurd! Policing is a State matter. Central government should
pay. Income tax rates on the higher income band should be increased.
The super-wealthy benefit far more than average people from policing
because they have more property to protect. Even if they don't benefit
the most, they should pay because they have the means. How did you
people allow yourselves to be recruited to a campaign to threaten us
with reduced police numbers if we don't pay more?
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Whilst there is no 4th option, I would wish to see more police visibility in
capturing speeding motorists ,those still using their mobile phones while
driving (even within the speed limit) and those under the influence of
drink/drugs. Indeed I'd like to see the law changed making it mandatory
for the Police/ Courts to notify employers of such motoring convictions
especially when the crime was committed while in the company's vehicle
or while the offence took place while on the company's business. We
have to do more to make our roads safer! If that means more than a
pound a month then some it.
As long as there is transparency in the 'funding trail', I would support a
higher rate than that proposed. Say £2/mnth.
As long as funding is for extra policing and not for administration.
Cut down on the cost of your staff
Our security is paramount, the police need our support
I'd be happy to go higher - we miss the local police/PCSO presence that
we used to have, and 55 officers won't stretch very far.
I feel strongly about investing in such an important service, but I also feel
strongly that we see that this cash is used as explained - on more police
officers.
We NEED More Real Police Officers to Keep us in Cambridgeshire Safe.
I'd say £2 per month for 110 officers or 80 officers and a slight pay
increase all round.
I agree to paying £1 a month extra ( option 1)
As a member of the public' I am already suffering a considerable
increase in inflation driven costs without the benefit of a commensurate
rise in income. It is reasonable to ask for a "stand still" increase in
funding in the current climate but anything more would be questionable
given the problems faced by other public funded bodies.
Agree with Option1
Recently required the services of the police and they were excellent would pay £2 more a month if it helps!
As long as some of the resources are apportioned to smaller villages (I
live in Hardwick and have seen an increase in burglaries recently)
The proposed increase in staff will not in my view make an impact. Lack
of strategic planning on many important issues needs to improve.
The application of common law in any society is a basic requirement.
The maintenance of Law and order is a basic requirement to meet that
objective.
In my view the more police that are on the street walking the beat not in
vehicles the better.
When Jason reduces the ever increasing costs of running his office and
spending money on taking over other areas then I would consider and
increase. It is a scandal what is happening and how much he is
spending for what I can see is no actual benefit
It seems like a big change for not very big money
I'd be happy to more - up to £5 extra per month and thus be able to
recruit 2-300 more police officers. They are sorely needed, especially to
be a visible presence on the streets.
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I believe more front line officers hopefully leading to a more visible
presence in the community would be a big benefit
Must have more officers back on the streets, idiots and offenders are
allowed free reign at the moment
Ever since the so called Tri-Force collaboration started, there has been
negligible cost savings achieved and the service to the public has fallen
dramatically. If all the warranted staff who are currently occupying roles
that can be done by Police Staff, i.e in ICT,FCR and PSC, went back
onto frontline duties surely this would increase visible police numbers. If
they are unable to return to frontline owing to long term illness, then
maybe they should be invalided out of the service.
I would like to see the increase made to community policing - visible
presence and officers who know the community they serve. More early
intervention for young people at risk of turning to crime through youth
work as well as police engagement.
£12 per year is a tiny price to pay for more officers on front-line duties.
I fully support the proposal, especially since you have already achieved
major savings.
However, I do think you need to prioritise and not waste police time on
minor issues.
Having said that, I do appreciate that issues that are minor in the big
picture can be very important to the individual members of the public
who are directly affected. So prioritisation is not easy!
Good luck.
More than happy to pay to see more police on the street.
We need to see police officers. They need to be about .sonetimes I go
days and never even see a police car.
It would be nice to have a visual local officer around the area I live in.
I would support trebling this amount to get better visibility of front line
police and more active focus on crime prevention rather than resolution
of crimes committed. We need to see more active policing of traffic
offences as well
I have had no support from police when I reported incidents .so have
little faith that fifty five officers.will make no difference .Sad house owner
More foot patrols would be good. Better speed control in Girton
Cambridge/Girton Road
I do not see any members of the police force on the streets of Sawston
or Cambridge.Where are they I presume form filling,riding around in
police cars,chasing the motorist for motering offences (easy policing)
You have not clarified upfront where these officers will be based, what
they will be focused on, how exactly increased bodies means better. So
had to choose planned numbers.
Have forgotten my ecop password.
That is if you do increase the officers!
More police contact withe general public
In the last 3 years I have never seen a police officer in March only those
racing to an incident in police cars. We need officers on the beat,
particularly in the town centre to sort out the parking situation of the
public and taxis parking in the bus bays!!!! The town is gridlocked when
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this happens because buses have to park in the middle of the road to let
passengers on and off. I believe also that to see a police presence acts
as a deterrent!
I'd support an even greater increase. All police forces are under-staffed
and under-staffed.
small amount to pay if it means more police
With the increase we would like to see an increase of 55 officers, not an
increase in the salaries of senior staff.
Not happy to have an increase. We live in a rural area and already have
zero police presence or support. Any increase will obviously be spent in
Cambridge city. Not the countryside where it's needed. There are no
police now to deal with burglary, robberies, traveller crime or hare
coursing. In an emergency police are miles away if they come at all.
There is no prevention element to crime or anti social behaviour. We
pay for the same service as city dwellers but get a poor service. I can't
see that making us pay more will lead to any improvement.
Council should increase business rates on premises that stay open late
nights and early mornings which serve alcohol to further fund emergency
services required by the irresponsible behaviour of some of the patrons
of these establishments.
As long as rural areas get increased resources as well, not just towns.
The additional funds should be distributed equitably throughout the
County and that the problems experienced in Fenland are not
considered less favourably than the more affluent/urban areas
I am a serving prison officer and my goal and dream is to become a
police officer, the increase in officers may help me obtain this goal.
However selfishness aside an increase in officers is needed with the
increase of anti social behaviour that is happening within the county or
atleast I’m seeing it more often
Always worth it.
How about £2 extra per month and have 110 extra POs?
Providing those officers are placed on front-line duty and are able to
respond in person to issues raised by the public
Mt preference would be to increase the levy by more than £1.
Definitely need an increased police presence outside the main towns
and cities.
option one gets my vote
Will be interesting to see if we actually see a police officer on the streets
It would be nice if we ever saw any of these new officers.
I would like the police to enforce the law in respect of parking on the
pavement. This practice is very widespread and presents problems and
danger for wheelchair users and mothers with prams.
Remove the role of PCC and use their salary to pay for more front line
officers
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We very rarely see a police officer on the streets of Cambridge. The
presence of an officer has multiple benefits and keeps the police
informed of local matters of interest (to them!!).
Option 1 as long as these officers are ‘on the beat’ and show a police
presence. We don’t need more cars parked up waiting for things to
happen!
It would be important to absolutely show the planned increase has taken
place, the criteria for their planned use, before and after numbers and
over what timescale.
I agree to increase provided that all crime is investigated. No opting out
on small shoplifting or other so called "minor" crimes as has been done
in other areas. Small-time criminals become major offenders if left
unchecked. Residents of Cambridgeshire are entitled to feel safe and be
protected from all types of crime anywhere.
Provided it is actually used to get people in place to prevent and solve
crimes. I would also like a list of things that are classed as crimes these
days as it is changing all the time. I am also not happy with calling "Car
theft" as "Vehicle talking without consent". It belittles the crime.
Police seen is better than not available
I support this but I am really surprised that this only allows for an
additional 55 officers over the whole of Cambridgeshire given the
number of people in the county who will contribute...
As long as the additional money is used to employ additional officers.
Need more 'on the beat', more visible policing especially at night.
About time too.
The police service is badly managed, until you sort it out why should we
pay for your mistakes?
I would be prepared to pay more
Try to get more officers on streets and roads.
We have been here before. You say we have found a way to recruit a
further 55 Police Officers.How unique, put up the Council Tax, I bet that
took some deep thinking. The last time the Council Tax was increased to
recruit more police officers we saw no changes at all. In the biggest
village in Cambridgeshire we rarely if ever see an Officer or PCSO on
the streets.
I expect a full rebate for the last 4 years of living in cambridge. Rang 999
twice with no response or attendance by a police officer. Even with
photos provided of intruders in my house.
More focus on speeding and traffic police. More people are killed or
serious injured by vehicles than by people via murder or assault
I strongly believe we need more visible neighbourhood police to take
account of those issues such as cycling on the pavement, which is
dangerous and frequent, parking in incorrect places and in order to get
to know communities to support cohesion by being aware of local
problems.
Something is better than nothing. But how far does 55 police offices go
in the whole of Cambridgeshire!!!!!
What would you do without the "Volunteer Specials"
Not enough specificity to permit any other decision.
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We never see a police officer in the rural areas yet pay the same as the
towns where it seems the police are deployed. I am not willing to pay
more for such a poor service vice.
The police need to be more efficient with paperwork so that well trained
officers are freed for useful work. And incidents, particularly road
accidents, need to be cleared quicker. We see lots of officers just
standing around at incidents.
I believe we need more officers on streets.
Its not so much that the extra help is required for the police force, but the
amount of council tax we already pay, council tax is my highest bill of all,
and I get my bins emptied for that, and now they want to even, charge
for that as well
My view is that a National Police Force would be more cost effective,
managed on a regional basis.
If not more to allow them some headroom and flexibility?
I'd support an even larger increase, if offered
Providing that 'front line policing' means that the additional officers are
noticeably more visible within the community and that response times
are reduced.
There are more police needed on the streets, to make a visible deterent.
No police commissioner and its staff, go back to chief constable. Old
system much more efficient. Definate saving.
It is difficult to see any justification in increasing funding when (as a
village in South Cambs) we see zero police presence and the response
has always been very low in the last 17 years. Without a fully justified
understanding of where these additional officers will be deployed and
used (i.e. in towns only/desk jockies/patrols etc) then I can not see how
we can justify increasing the zero presence of police we have already
seen in the last 17 years.
And keep a 24/7 police station in centre of Cambridge even if greatly
reduced in size.
More officers to investigate real crime,less to police speeding issues and
parking.
additional policing is required
We would be happy for the larger increase (or something between
options 1 and 2) if this could also help with social care, which is under
enormous pressure. Our income tax also needs raising for the NHS.
Providing the money does go to employ more police officers and not to
continue to build the empire of the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner
If the service was being managed properly by someone who know what
they were doing, then there would be no need to increase the precept.
55 new officers across the whole of Cambridgeshire is going to have no
impact as it is just not enough offices. Too much paperwork is the cause
of why policing has gone down hill.
the Police are understaffed and that is why I support this option
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We have to see something for what we are paying. Burwell is a very
large village. There has been a surge in car crime/burglaries etc. but the
only time I have seen any police presence is after two recent attempts to
remove cash machines and that was only in the immediate aftermath.
The feeling in the village is that we are already paying a reasonable
amount and seeing absolutely nothing for it.
WE CANNOT GET MORE FOR LESS!
I would only support this increase if the extra staff are to employed on
evidence based policing not wasted as 'Bobbies on the beat'.
As a resedent in East Cambs, I would expect the increase in funding to
improve the situation in East Cambs and not just the city areas.
This must represent an increased police service in rural areas though.
We've seen before that increased police numbers have benefited
Cambridge City Centre while even PCSO visibility in the villages has
been much reduced leading to a reactive rather than proactive service.
What guarantees do we have that the additional monies will benefit all
council tax payers?
provide very little effective policing now...
The cuts to policing and other services should never have been made.
I would happily pay more tax for better services (not just in policing)
Additional funding should come from the areas most affected by crime
and therefore requiring the most police resources
I would pay double to fund 110 Police Officers
I fully support an increase in the number of police officers in fact by more
than 55. I am happy to pay £2 per month extra to fund 110 extra officers.
We pay extra each year for rhe fire service, what difference will £1 a
month per household make? I would happy to pay more if it means more
police and resources
Ring fenced for this purpose
Please also devote time on traffic related issues like enforcement of
speed limits and rash driving
It would be more useful if theses figures were expressed as
percentages. The increase just to keep the status quo seems
excessive?
I believe this should be paid for by the National government not local
Council Tax.
not PSCO
I live in a rural area which never sees a police officer. We do get s lot of
burglaries and incidents. I think it will be the cities that would see the
additional officers not the rural areas. The nearest police station is never
open at times when people who work can get to it and the call centre on
101 is a total joke. If there could definitely be more police presence
where I live I might be happier to pay more
As a former police officer I will always support the call for more finances
into the police service providing the public can see a positive result from
that funding. As a resident in a small village I never see a police
presence (not even a vehicle travelling through the village). That said I
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support the extra funding even though I am aware that it is still unlikely
that I will see a police officer here in the near future. I am aware of the
overwhelming pressure on policing but encourage officers to visit
outlying areas when not busy and get out of their vehicles and meet
residents. This doesn't take any extra time than sitting up watching.
the more officers the better, I would support a £2 increase
this answer is a Yes with the understanding that the money indeed
would be spent on new employments of officers.
So long as they are deployed in Rural Areas
But please, let's see them out and about, and not just turning up at
publicity events
Perhaps when you have these extra officers you will do something about
the constant abuse of disabled parking bays in Whittlesey.
Only if I saw more police around, living in Chesterton I have not seen
any one walking around for over a year. I work in town and have to say I
hardly see any patrols here as well!!
This should be paid for via income tax or NI or some other method which
is linked to the individual rather than the proper size.
& keep Enquiry Offices open for those of us who want to see someone
face to face
Although we live in a low crime area here is my support for your
proposed increase.
Just to say that a proposal of £1 per household per month increase for
55 additional police officers is a superb idea. One which even as a Band
A Council Tax tenant, I would be prepared to pay (and my disposable
income is only £4 per month).
Peterborough is often reported as being under-proportionately funded by
the Govt and given the complex needs of the City it is important to
maintain and continue to develop service provisions
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55 Police constables not PCSO's
Yes, yes!
Godmanchester, as long as it is focused on policing
Makes absolute sense - please all being used on officers
Very supportive, we need more visibility
Savings can be made by reducing the number of senior officers that are
now duplicated by collaboration. Collaboration was implemented, in the
main, to save money but this has been done by reducing the people 'on
the ground'. Why do we now need a PCC and his expensive entourage?
if there are not enough now then I am happy to pay £1 per month more
for policing
Former police officer
Only if it leads to more police officers!
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I am happy to pay this but people on lower income might struggle
I can afford it so Yes!
Its important to have more officers
but government should pay more centrally
Please be strategic and prevent the London-isation of the county
Too much council tax already, the government needs to pay more
"find equivalent savings"
3x chief constables for a merged three forces, 3x PCCs, 3x ACCs.... I
could go on
Agreed, but police need to be seen out more.
Providing it does go on an increase of 55 officers and this is not just a
temporary increase in numbers.
Happy to pay £2 per month - definitely support this although I am lucky
enough to be able to afford this
Gladly!
Reluctantly, because councils should give more money to police and fire
I want to see more officers on the street and visible in our town centres
and rural areas not sitting in offices doing projects etc. I also wonder why
we cannot afford more officers from the council tax generated from all
the extra housing that has gone up in the County over the past years.
Where has all this extra council tax income gone? Surely with increasing
population the officer numbers should increase accordingly along with all
other public services?
Theresea May ruined british police from 2010 onwards.....Dark moment
in history of tories!
We have no policing in Chatteris, so losing 23 officers will not affect
Chatteris residents
You make it appear that your doing is a public service! Us not having to
be in this position and having enough Police Officers and not 17 million
of cuts is doing us a good service
As long as the money finds its way to exactly where it is most needed
and has the most beneficial effect, not only to the community-but the
safety and moral of those officers/staff who feel the least supported in
their role in the emergency services.
More than happy to pay such a reasonable amount to support existing
policing and future improvements.
As long as we get some in Chatteris
I would be happy to pay more than £1 extra to increase please staffing
levels (and help exisiting officers spend more time with their families)
I think it is ridiculous that the public are having to pay yet again as we all
pay council tax and I thought this was included in that cost. But the
people of chatteris are fed up with no police presence and the level of
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crime in the area is disgusting but this is because the perpetrators no
that they can get away with it.
Cut the management. Why do you need a deputy and why do we have a
chief constable and both an ACC and a DCC.
Police do a great job, but we need more of them!
Population is increasing. Police aren’t. Change this
As long as the money goes solely towards the recruitment budget
Those officers must be in a frontline response capacity. Not a specialist
unit but standard response cops who answer 999 calls.
If not that then more PCSOs please.
St Ives doesn't have a fair quota of Police resources now, so what for the
future? and although hate crime is unacceptable, police time wasted on
what used to be known as freedom of speech, in comparison to real
crime, (sticks and stones comes to mind) seems unreasonably balanced
in this day and age. PC seems to be taken too literally nowadays by
PC's methinks.
Get rid of higher rank posts including PCC. That's a quick way of getting
more officers on the frontline!
That is if we actually see police on our streets in Chatteris day and night.
Only on the condition that 100% of the increase is put into the police
There are already too little police officers and staff across
Cambridgeshire. Having options to keep the same or reduce further is
just nonsensical
Fed up of false promises though. I would want guarantees that these
extra officers will materialise.
Last time there was a big campaign for us to pay more money get more
police,we paid more money got a reduction in Police.
How about getting rid of the Commissioner, that should be worth at least
5 policemen.
Hopefully keep PCSO on street as visible presence
After moving here from London it's been sad to see such an increase in
crime/anti social behaviour in Chatteris. I would be more than happy to
pay more to make it more of a safe place again. More police are
certainly needed
Option 4. Go down to Westminster and get additional funding from them.
All very well raising our council tax for the Police part, but what if the fire,
and council, choose to do the same?
Taxation is rising everywhere, salaries are not rising the same.
The public have suffered austerity for too long now, the Police budget
should never have been squeezed by parliament.
And 55 officers for the whole of Cambs is not enough, I'll only be happy
when I see the return of the town bobbies that made us all feel more
secure.
As long as it is used for actual warranted officers!!
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Get more police on the streets. I know what it’s like as an ex frontline
officer and I want my colleagues to be able to do their job efficiently and
reduce crime with pro active patrols instead of chasing incidents.
A stronger police presence is needed in Chatteris. The increase in
burglary is worrying.
The police service has been hit by large financial restrictions and
savings requirements, that as a result have reduced overall police
numbers. My concern is that the cuts have heavily effected the front line
with less and less police being seen on the street. Whilst I am certain the
officers do the best they can, there is a serious reduction is
neighbourhood policing and local officers. I would fully support option 1
on the condition these potential 55 new officers were deployed to front
line roles, releasing the burden on the already stretched resources.
I will pay as the police work load is too much and there is too much lack
of respect for them all when they work so hard for us all.
Alot of the jobs police tend to have to deal with is town/consequences of
drunk people. Maybe places that fuel this extra work such as night clubs
should give people like police and NHS e.g. 10% of there profits to help
fund those that need to step in and deal with there customers later that
night/after closing.
I don't believe increasing POLICE numbers is the answer - more PCSOs
with increased powers is the answer. PCSOs focus on
NEIGHBOURHOOD policing which would reduce crimes due to an
increase in 'police' visibility (more officers on the beat). Police officers
could then focus on investigating crimes (whilst the PCSOs reduce
crime).
I would be happy to pay another £10 per month! Could you have a tiered
option £1 £5 £10 with £1 being the minimum and opt in for the higher
amounts?
I'd be happy to pay 5 quid a month more for more cops
Cut mp pay allow for more stability and increase in policing
Reduce officer numbers and saving money only from management level
without impacting on front line staff i.e. Constables & Sergeants.
Remove any remainder of Constables & Sergeants from back office
roles directly into front line public facing roles. Pension off officers who
cannot carry out satisfactory roles due to poor health &
physique/physical condition. This financial request is the thin end of the
wedge and if a precedent is set now it will only be re-visited later with
more financial requests. Make redundant all Cambridgeshire Police
Community Support Officers. In addition, the role of the Police in mental
health and child protection encroaches far too much into other
professionals responsibility. Use the mental health and social service
duty teams more as a referral lead rather than Police picking up the
initial referral particularly outside of general office hours. The Chief
Constable needs to get a tighter grip on ensuring other professional
agencies are more pro-active in their responses to mental health and
vulnerable person (both adult & child) issues especially out of hours.
Council tax has already been risen, so it is not just £1 per month for
police, there will be extra for bins etc. In the world where everything is
rising except our salaries, I just can't afford even that I would like to
support option 1.
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Alternatively, we could cut MP's wages and better spend that money on
the NHS and the Police. Our Police make important decisions daily that
improve and save lives. Something the overpaid MP's can not claim to
do.
ONLY IF THEY BE LOCATED IN CHATTERIS
My only concern is that this extra income would be swallowed up
extraneous needs of the police force ie payments to civilians who wish to
sue Cambs police. Wasted on new logos, improved custody suites for
criminals, wasteful computer systems that never work etc etc.
We need more officers on the streeets given the fact that your current
officers are already over worked with an ever growing population.
Sack the PCC
We hope too see this in villages and towns such as Chatteris. The crime
rate here is becoming unreal.
Get rid of PCSOs to save money NOT police officers
We need more police in Chatteris now please
NHW - Constabulary relationship currently badly affected.
Local Coordinators are giving up and volunteers for wider roles are near
non-existent.
I completely support this notion and I feel any law abiding, upstanding
member of the public would also.
Provided they are used in fenland
Would these officers be spread in rural areas or be forced into the large
cities leaving no police presence
Provided more local officers and regular patrols not just speeding
through on the way to somewhere
I think additional savings should be made to cover the costs of additional
officers. The public sector needs to justify its expenditure and stop
paying out ridiculous figures on expenses, councillors wages and golden
handshakes.
There is no need for further money. The police currently promote senior
officers to higher rank on a temporary basis just before retirement which
massively increases the pension pay out and pension paid for the
lifetime of the retirement. This is despite those benefitting having no
chance of permanent promotion on their own merits. This is a process
which is effectively a non regulated reward scheme.
Additionally the creation of an ever increasing PCC office is costing more
than was ever envisaged and a typical example of mission creep with
the latest £28000 appointment for 2-3 days work being a prime example.
You must truly believe people are stupid to pay more for you to do less
than the role YOU are paid to do.
And on a practical side, police are non engaging and rarely seen and
when they are, they are brusque and ineffective
We need a Police prescense in Chatteris more crime is happening and
the idiots who speed around. I would be willing to pay an additional
£1.00 per month if it goes to additional Policing was n Chatteris
I absolutely support option 1. £12 a year is an incredibly small price to
pay for the benefits given to us by having 55 extra police officers.
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There isn't enough police presence in chatteris it's a free for all here!
Would gladly pay more but would also like to see results, lived in
Chatteris over a year and still yet to see any police
Front line presence in Chatteris
As long as it provides a police presence in the small towns & villages,
not going to the large towns.
This must include more coverage of smaller towns and villages and
more foot patrols in towns
As long as deployment of new officers is not just to major cities. Rural
areas have been affected badly by lack of officers
The increase in crime since no police presence it's huge. An extra £1 is
nothing compared to peace of mind.
More patrol cars needed so a mobile police presence especielly in the
evenings
In Chatteris we have no contact with Police since the Police Station was
closed an foot patrols ended.
Any additional officers will not end up in Chatteris but the larger towns.
Band a but only if used correctly. How about using them to actually catch
the people breaking into sheds and vans around Chatteris and
surrounding areas. Not saying we will be out within a week to check cctv
footage for a stolen car!
We definitely need more officers in Chatteris. The breakins and
burglaries are getting ridiculous , you feel as though you need to protect
everything like Fort Knox! Even then I think they would find a way to
break in! We need police on foot not just riding around in a car! Also the
dangerous driving in town is very frightening, young people racing and
overtaking at dangerous speeds , in town not just on open roads, is not
only risking their lives but also yours.
I fully support this increase on the proviso that it goes straight to front
line policing
I totally object to being charged extra for garden waste collection
Unfortunately budget cuts have reduced the police presence in Pidley to
non existent. Speeding and petty crime are on the increase so if the
police numbers are increased will we see something for the extra we are
asked to pay or will it just be more police in cars sitting on the motorways
trying to catch speeding vehicles to put money in the coffers?
Whilst I am of course in favour of more police officers, I do feel that the
ability to continuously raise the budget makes the PCC lazy in looking for
more effective ways of cost saving. Why do we still have Parkside police
station ?, Why do we still employ police officers who can never fulfil the
duties of a frontline police officer instead of looking at more retirement
options or utilising regulations to civilianise their role ? Why do we still
have the rank of Chief Inspector ? Why do we continue to engage in
schemes which mean that we pay to train people for a couple of years
who then move on ? Why do we continue to try and investigate all crime
? We need to make some tough decisions about pushing back low level
offences such as shoplifting and bilkings to the big businesses to run
their own private prosecutions. Perhaps then a Garage for example
would make people pay for their fuel first. Why do we not work more
effectively to push back work which should clearly sit with the mental
health services / NHS / Schools / Social services more robustly hence
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removing unnecessary pressure from the police and allowing them to
focus on crime ?
An extra one pound a month is a small amount to pay to increase
numbers by another 55 as long as these are officers who will be seen
and visible to the public and front line rather than lost in a department
elsewhere.
Not enough of an increase in officers to keep up with natural loses, is
there the possibility of increasing officer numbers by a higher figure so
that there is actually an uplift in officer numbers.
Make it £3 and improve the NHS and Fire Brigade too.
Would happily pay double that if not more.
we need a bigger presence. public safety is paramount
Would £10 a month get 550 officers?
Far to many police at the moment.
They can still keep up the same level of work style with a lot more less
police.
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Also all police should take a pay cut, say at least 43% off their salary.
A small price to pay, would be happy to pay ten times that amount to see
a lot more officers out on the streets.
We MUST have more Police officers as we are losing a grip on law and
order, not only in Cambs but the whole of the Uk.
I wish you'd asked this question before selling off our Police Station at
Whittlesey. If you are asking for additional funds to supply additional
officers I would expect a proportion of those officers to work in
Whittlesey. I would like to see the PCC's office abolished. I do not want
to pay for a deputy PCC.
I would want guarantees that this increase would be spent in each
council and increase a police presence on the streets
Increase Council Tax for those living in the City, they are the ones who
benefit from Police services. Proportionally it's not right that people living
in the countryside to pay the same as the crime rate is lower. Also what's
the point in moving the Police station to the outskirts of Cambridge, it's
just going to make response times worse! Resign if that's the best you
can come up with as Commissioner.
I would get rid of the P.C.C. as the position is a complete waste of
money & the overwhelming feeling in Fenland is it's another "Job for the
boys" The sooner this ridiculous position is finished the better, I do not
want my council tax wasted on this stupid position.
Why can’t you also ask for the money that fenland absorbed 17/18 from
not collecting brown bins and did not cut cost but charged an extra £40
per annum to those who wished their brown bins collected.
This is a trick question, the country is in crisis, and everything revolved
around money. To see no improvement whatsoever by a police force
pressured by a corrupt government I am forced to choose an extra £12
per year for a community which is not going to get better any time soon.
Planning dept recently passed a development opposite my house which
was opposed by all residents and both parish councils on road safety
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because it met the 'Business plan'. I suggest you use some of that
revenue to fund the extra policemen you will need to attend the
inevitable rta's
Fully support option 1. I would pay more
Get rid of PCC and staff. Identify why women are paid more than men in
Cambs police and reduce female pay to bring it into line with male pay.
There is nothing guaranteed that this money will be used to increase
officer numbers, it could be used for anything under the label policing.
For example front office opening hours etc.
The increase d funding must be ring fenced for front line police officers
and not back room or support roles.
Make it £2 if it helps get more bobbys on the beat!
We need more Police on our streets to keep communities safe.
No increase in funding until public sector pensions are changed to
defined contribution like the rest of us who don’t work for the government
backup is too thin and far for those keeping us safe, any increase in
numbers is a benefit, further equivalent savings should be made to fund
further officers on top of the proposed 55
55 is a good start but I’m sure a higher number is required
I would and I’m confident most law abiding tax payers would be happy
with increasing even more if it was spent on policing in Wisbech and the
surrounding villages.
I just hope that this would help our town, Chatteris as petty thefts have
risen abruptly lately. We need our police station back!!
About time this was done. More frontline offices can never be a bad
thing
The number of Pcs available is vital for safety in our city
The correct spelling in option 3 is equivalent!
Why would law-abiding citizens want to pay more for an ineffective
service?
Only if it means we will see more officers and not just in their cars.
Increase my council tax as much as you need to, I would be happy for
an increase of even more than £1 at the end of the day you can't put a
price on safety. There are not enough police officers to cope with the
demand of today's society and the only way to address that is with as
many more officers as humanly possible
Cut the Chief Constables pay
If the £1 increase is passed, i hope we do see the additional officers
employed. It would definitely increase my chances of being accepted at
selection.
I would quite happily pay an extra £50 a month if it meant we had more
police officers in the county!
We need more police on the streets. Crime is at an all time high and
getting more and more out of control
This is an insult. Go back to your own Tory government and get the
money. Don’t attempt to hold the tax paying public to ransom and try to
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shift the blame onto us for not wanting to pay yet another disgusting
stealth tax.
No increase but find savings by removing unnecessary police and crime
commissioner and associated costs
Abolish the post of PCC and associated office costs and put the saving
towards employing more police officers.
Savings can be made by removing the PCC and his office, and use that
money to employ more police.
How many officers could we obtain by trading in the PCC and his team
Thank you asking us about this.
As long as any extra Police will be visible on the beat officers.
Although I would prefer to see no reductions in police numbers I also
would like to see minimal council tax increases. Inflation has increased
much more than my wages. I currently see very little police presence
other than traffic duties. When I have called the police due to violence in
town centre the wait was over 20 minutes where the police station was a
5 minute walk. I have accepted the current police performance and
would give a fair share to maintaining it. I instead however would prefer
to see all aganencies work together to balance need, demand and
finances. Brown bin increase last year, police this year? Where does it
stop, I know you are different agencies but it is the same bill, council tax.
Abolish your pointless and costly office instead and reallocate the money
to where it should go - front line police. Twenty Eight Thousand Pounds
for an assistant working 2-3 days per week. Absolutely diabolical. You
should be thoroughly ashamed of yourself. Gget off the gravy train and
do a proper job!
Providing this extra money is not swallowed up with bureaucracy and
goes to actual policing we will see. I think the people of Huntingdon are
worried about increased crime and also if the sentencing is appropriate
to the crime. In my area the drug pushers walk about dealing quite
undeterred by the public. Bike theft seems to be rampant if I believe
what I read on Huntingdon living. Never have I ever been so disturbed
about the crime happening around me. It affects your quality of life and I
personally feel it’s the sentencing that is not deterring the burglar/thief.
Expecting this to include keeping our local station open the hours it
currently is, including weekends.
as long as they are out and about, preventing and detecting crime rather
than stuck in a station
Happy with much more to get more police onto the streets of
Peterborough. We desperately need more police in the area (central and
the Ortons).
Reduce the number of staff that the Police and Crime commissioner has
or needs
I am happy to support an increase in police officer numbers through a
small increase in council tax. I would like to see a reinstatement of local
police officers covering small beat areas. Getting to know the community
they serve and utilising that knowledge to keep us safe. This lack of
localised knowledge has been detrimental to crime rates and the inability
to be preventative as opposed to merely reactionary in my opinion.
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This is common sense, but ask the residents living in South Cambs if it is
value for money when they know all officers will be moving elsewhere
and there will be no local officers to respond, apart from coming from
Parkside which will be their nearest resource.
I would like to see these extra officers used as community policeman like
we used to have
If a proper police response means residents have to pay more then
logically I would support this increase.
You are all amazing and I would be more than willing to pay extra if it
actually benefitted you
As for more funding from the gov for extra police our home budget is
already stretch enuf with a low wage economy and the price of
everything else increasing around us.
There are a lot of officers who are in office roles and have been for many
years. By placing these officers back on division it would increase the
number of front line police
why should we pay any more when you have already closed our local
police station and removed all of our local police and psco s.
If it made the difference to keeping our local station and at least some
police presence then i would readily agree to option 1 ( and more), but
as you have already dismantled our service and policing response, it
feels like a waste of time paying any more
Strongly believe that there is further room for savings in our policing. My
view is primarily based on policing policies highlighted in the national
media, in that our police forces have been high jacked by the PC lobby
Use the money out of the aid budget!
I would like the performance figures to be made available before making
any adjustments to the amount of money being given. ROI should
always be a consideration as should the effectiveness and efficiency of
the service we are currently funding.
I would be reassured to see more officers patrolling in the Arbury/Kings
Hedges area, where I live.
There are many ways to make additional savings and one of which is to
get rid of the PCC and all the ancillary roles. There was nothing wrong
with the old Police Committee which worked very effectively at low cost.
The current PCC seems to spending money on surveys and other costly
projects and empire building for himself which is costing the public
money which should be spent on the police service.
I'd be more than happy to fund onwards of £5 a month.
A worthwhile contribution!
We pay enough already. Happy to assist in helping find further savings.
Note new houses being built will already increase income, have you
accounted for this?
The government should also be giving additional funding to take account
of the increased demand on police in Cambridgeshire caused by high
immigration and the crime they commit.
I would like to see a greater police presence in public areas to act as a
deterrent to anti social behaviour. Many public areas in Peterborough
are blighted by a section of the community who appear intent on creating
an intimidating environment.
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Furthermore I would like to see a robust plan of action which addresses
the problems associated with the travellers community. They
consistently break the law and all public services have failed to curb the
problem over many years.
I haven’t seen a police officer on the street in Peterborough in years.
i would only be happy with this option if the increase was used to
increase police numbers. if the increase was used to increase staffing
levels for the Police Crime Commissioners Office I would be opposed to
the increase and prefer option 2.
As long as this was a GUARENTEE that Cambridgeshire would be
running with 55 more officers than currently
Why only a £1 raise. Most families could do £5...so 275 extra officers?!
It would be nice to see some officers in Caldecote or the other villages!
There is no evidence that the force is currently operating as efficiently as
possible. Once achieved then funding can reviewed.
I think 55 new Officers is nowhere near what the Force needs.
Personally, I would be willing to pay at least £5 per month to make a real
difference.
I'd happily pay £5 extra a month to times that new number by 5.
Police presence in Cambourne is rubbish and needs to improve!
How about removing the levels of management, such as the Police and
Crime Commisioner and the deputy and the associated offices?
Also I am disappointed that the person in charge cannot even use a spell
checker to check the spelling of the word equivalent in option 3.
I would like to see more police community support officers on the streets.
The play a vital part in cutting crime and build strong relationships with
communities. I would personally feel comfortable speaking to a pcso
rather than a constable
Find savings, money doesn’t grow in trees.
we need more police npt pcso and rangers
Seems reasonable
I'd be interested to know where the extra officers would be deployed i.e.
spread fairly by population density?
I will pay extra council tax if the Mayor will contribute 1% of his massive
salary to the cause!
Years ago Paddy Ashdown as head of the Lib Dems tried to persuade
us that we couldn't reasonably object to an extra 1p on Income Tax "to
pay for" education. Ever since, whenever a politician suggests a tax
increase "to pay for" some particular item of state expenditure,
hypothecated taxation, I just think "Oh Gawd".
I have only ticked Option 1 to humour you. More bobbies on the beat,
eh!
I would even pay more if that was an option. Such a good value for
money!
No police in EYE lived here all my life now 67 when I was young we had
2 police 2 police houses
Now nothing 1 big problem is speeding motorists,we need more than 55
I also feel that the number of warranted officers that are office-bound
could be released and placed on front-line duties if civilian staff be
employed in their place. There needs to be a more visible presence of
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uniformed police which I believe would prevent crime and improve
intelligence gathering and give assurance to the public. Having a police
service that is purely reactive is, I believe abdication of the first duty of
the police which is the prevention of crime!
Abolish the post and office of Police commissioner which would release
huge funds to be spent where they should be - front line police instead
of so called politicians on the gravy train. If you think that is incorrect,
check the proportion of voters who cast a vote in your election..
I pay enough money and as a family we are stretched to the absolute
maximum
Savings in other areas should also be considered such as admin
efficiencies.
I am 76. on a pension of £218-00 a month all in, home utility bills keep
rising,
plus the geverment make us pay for policing in our income Tax,
Much needed and I'd be happy to pay a pound a month!
Please do.
Pay enough £130m for 250k incidences = £500 a call .
I'd be happy to pay more ! ... well done Jason - you re doing us all
proud.. keep up the good work !
Our council tax is already very expensive, if more funding is needed for
any of the emergency services then it is the government’s responsibility
to provide it.
This is a direct result of this government’s austerity policy which is failing
the public and putting our public services under incredible pressure, It’s
about time the government started to invest in this country and its
infrastructure instead of cutting vital services everywhere.
Maybe a reduction in foreign aid money donated could be put to better
use locally and nationally instead.
The police have a tough job especially with the terrorist attacks
As PCC you should be demanding money from this Government not
asking us all to do their job.
People in this County as in others are suffering with the policies of this
Austerity mad Government.
They have had enough ask your Tory Government for the money they
have it, we don’t!
Look around you and see the damage their are doing it is shameful and
so damaging to families.
Show some backbone and stand up to them
55 officers is probably not enough to make an impact 365 days a year.
I would only consider this option if the money raised is used to increase
the number of officers and to deal with crimes important to the local
people such as burglaries , anti social behaviour etc.
MORE! I would pay more per month to ensure we had extra officers
Dispense with the PCC, his deputy and associated staff to help fund
front line policing costs.
Strongly support this suggestion.
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Why do we need a police commissioner or even a mayor for
cambridgeshire and all the staff that go with it
Look at the money we would save to put to better things
Would they be visible in rural areas where lots of thefts of farm and
building machinery take place?
I believe we urgently need a bigger police presence in Peterborough and
we red to tackle arson and fly tipping
I would like to see areas such as Ramsey, have a permanent police
presence and would happily pay the extra to see this happen.
The police force is Peterborough is desperately overstretched, and
residents face increasing problems from anti-social behaviour and
violent crime. I hope a significant number of the extra officers will be
stationed in the city.
We should save money by remove the PCC post - a pointless level of
bureaucracy we don't need. We already pay a police precept and we
don't have any Police on our streets in Chatteris. The Police station has
closed. We should no longer need to pay at all. Called Cambs cops to
make a report before Christmas and police were going to call us back in
a couple of minutes. Still waiting. Do Police in Cambs really serve the
public? When informed of local fraud five years ago, it was dismissed by
Police. Now there is a huge investigation, should have been cleared up
before the fraud got so huge. Police Service - what a joke.
by employing a commissioner you take 3 officers.
Police officers are not seen on the beat, so why should we have more of
nothing.
If you cannot reduce crime with what you havev got how are you going
to reduce crime with more ineffective options
I would expect more than an extra 55 officers for this rise considering the
population of Huntingdonshire.
Would go with an option with even further additional funding through
local taxation than £1/month
We are in desperate need of more Police Officers in order to meet public
demand and keep people safe within Cambridgeshire. I therefore fully
support this increase and hope that this view is shared by everyone else
within our county.
We need to deliver policing within budgets, my wife and I have not had
an increase in pay for seven years.
Stop supplying resources to herts and beds. I am always seeing Cambs
Officers in these areas, but never herts or beds working in
Cambridgeshire.
In our village (Yaxley) we never see the police. Numerous complaints
have been made regarding the dangerous peking outside the primary
school near the shopping centre and it is only a matter of time before
someone is seriously injured or hurt. The police sent a PCSO for a
couple of days which had no impact, as soon as people saw him they
didn’t park poorly and were back to it as soon as he no longer attended. I
am a great supporter of the police and would be happy to pay more if we
would actually see a difference on the ground.
No comment other than householders cannot afford these additional
costs for which we see little benefit.
funding should come from central government not the community. Police
officer morale is bad enough now you want them to spend more of their
wages??!
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Increase officers further by reducing management and removing
commissioner!
Good luck
Will this also enable enquiry offices to remain open as they are, as
opposed to the shambles the local policing review was suggesting!
Although I want more police officers I am very unhappy about having to
find this extra money to make up for government cuts when my own pay
is capped at 1%. Why is the crime commissioner doing more through the
media putting pressure on the government to stop their cuts.
Cambridgeshire Police used to have more officers, a helicopter, its own
dog unit, firearms, and traffic unit now it has to be shared no doubt
leaving the tax payers of Cambridgeshire worse off.
I live in South Cambs and there will no officers based in South Cambs
after April 18'. So I don't think that I should be paying for the officers we
do have let alone anymore.
What could also be done is for the PCC office to stop spending on stupid
things such a feasibility surveys to build empires and giving grants to
organisations that are already very well funded and so should fund their
own crime prevention measures (such as alarms and other preventative
measures).
I would like to know that the increase of 55 factors in ancillary costs,
such as equipment, vehicles and training which I must assume it does. I
imagine an extra 55 officers is likely to only result in a few extra police
patrols at any one time when factoring in - I would be keen to understand
what the difference to typical operational levels would look like.
However, I would personally choose to pay an extra £25/month if that
meant 1,375 extra officers. The amount of offences I regularly see being
committed (anti-social behaviour, driving dangerously) could then
aggressively be tackled.
We all have to live within our means and budgets.
The government should be dealing with the deficit in funding, ordinary
housholders should not bear the brunt of a system that is intrinsically
flawed and biased against our area.
If it allows you to offer a better service, then it's money well spent.
Will you resign if we fund the 55 additional officers and they don’t show
up. How long does it take to train a Police Officer. Can you refund us if
you fail in your mission?
Conditions apply.
1) The increase is ring-fenced and only used to provide 55 extra police
officers
2) The 55 extra police officers are front line, and on the beat
3) You personally, and publicly, guarantee that these conditions are met,
otherwise you agree to resign from your post, with no golden handshake
I’d like to support an increase in officers I’m very supportive of the police
BUT I haven’t seen a police officer in my village in the last year so doubt
by making an increased contribution I would see one in the next year
either despite the issues we have in our community. Additional officers
would undoubtedly be assigned to Peterborough City as with everything
else.
Cut out the Police ,and Crime Commissioner & associated positions and
you have a decent saving
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me and my wife work in public services, and we have not had a payrise
at inflation for years but council tax and cost of living is always going up.
when our union has asked for one they have been told it is not
affordable. any increase you want to make should be no more than the
increases that nurses carers council employees police have had. any
more than that is wrong and you should be ashamed of yourself for
asking for more .
I am not happy with any proposed increase, bearing in mind the amount
of money Abelwhite has spent on his own agenda.
I had a recent incident where a police officer was present when I was
about to be assaulted and he spoke briefly to the assailant, told him to
go away and did not pursue the criminal offences revealed. He did not
speak to me to see if I was ok or happy with his lack of action and then
went into McDonalds in Peterborough Cathedral Square to collect his
order and returned to his car parked in the middle of Cathedral Square. It
would be senseless to have more officers if this was my experience
The increase should be no more than inflation, MAXIMUM. Anything else
is not affordable to the tax payers, many of who have had to experience
pay cuts in real terms over the last decade.
To increase the precept at this time is morally wrong.
Savings could be made elsewhere. Do you really need a deputy PCC?
Cannot see why, not a clue what previous ones have actually done. Did
you really need to waste upwards of £140K on your personal ego-trip to
try and become fire commissioner as well? Did you really need to give
thousands of pounds of tax-payers money to local churches to install
alarms, when the Church of England alone is worth (at a conservative
estimate) £22Billion, and could easily afford to fund this themselves?
Did you really need to give thousands of pounds of tax-payers money to
fund FA football coaching, when the FA is also a relatively rich
organisation which could afford this themselves?
If all these, and other, wasteful uses of tax-payers money were curtailed,
then that same money could be spent on the front line.
Police need to sort out there pensions before they get another penny
from the public purse. How can 50 year olds be able to retire on huge
pensions!! its deplorable.
Maintain status quo until government recognises the strain being put on
local policing by their protracted imposed austerity.
Could we have also have more proper policeman rather than PSCOs
who seem unable to the same function. Also ensure that Peterborough
gets a fair increase in officers.
It would be great to see an increase of pcso's
Other government authorities have had severe cuts. Any increase must
be an advantage above these other services.
Not enough Police presence in the rural areas and villages.
Ramsey hardly ever see police so I have serious doubts that even
another 100 would make any difference to our sad forgotten/ignored little
town.
How about fining the persistent bad parking in Gamlingay, or the
speeding motorists or those using mobile phones or not wearing seat
let's. This could provide an additional revenue stream, although it would
involve your officers to actually do some work to generate it!
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I have notice that cambs police do as little as possible and together with
their leaders need to be completely reorganised. Lets have value for
money.
In recent years tens of thousands of houses and commercial premises
have been built in Cambridgeshire. A proportion of Council Tax goes to
Policing. Where is this extra money going?
Before piling more misery on the rate payers I suggest that Councillors
grow a pair and TELL central government that the area needs more
money, London seems to do ok doesn't it?
It is all very well but few people have any pay rise
I'm happy to pay extra for additional officers as long as that is where the
money goes and not to prop up the office of the Police and crime
commissioner or any other bureaucratic process.
We should not have to pay for the increase the government has the full
responsibility to assure the UK public is fully protected and utillise the tax
payers money efficiently and to increase more policing by giving the
required safe guarding and protection the police need to do their job.
I would happily pay double this to help our Police Force!
I would be prepared to pay more than this if we could have a bobby on
the beat in whittlesey because at the moment the town is growing at an
alarming rate and the police station has been sold off
Fed up with Peterborough funding a Cambridge centric Police Force
This continuous grind from pensioners is too much to pay.Let those that
use the service.We were robbed and no help was forth comming
I would be more than happy to pay an extra £1 a month, if it means more
police officers on the streets, I would be willing to pay double that
For even more officers
Remove Police Commissioner and save more money.
There are alternative ways to make savings in the CJS other than asking
the public to pay more money. I think there should be a reform of the
drug laws in the country which would inevitably lead to less police
pressure and involvements in cases involving drugs of all kinds - from
the class A addicted shop lifters to the Class B drug dealers. The current
law is outdated and is not based on evidence or fact. If the Police were
not focusing on finding grows of Cannabis at 20 officers a pop, there
would be much more Police available. The same can be said for those
with class A drug addiction. Those people should be treated and not
criminalised, otherwise a perpetuating cycle occurs and the Police will be
increasingly used (as they are now) to sort out the drug addicts who
shoplift for the drugs they are addicted to. It would not only save Police
money and costs but also costs to the entire criminal justice system
including the court and the prison.
I think that it is terrible that the Police and the Council are asking for the
poorest, most oppressed categories of people to pay towards more
policing, when in fact it is those of that socio-economic stature who are
oppressed by the Police and the Council themselves. We do not live in a
fair society and so I believe that any extra funds you wish to be raised
should be taken from the wealthiest people in this region rather than
everyone. People are going to prison for not being able to pay Council
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tax - this just exacerbates this issue entirely - therefore asking people to
pay more so that there are more officers to enforce such rubbish laws
and nonsense is ridiculous.
I hope more pcso’s are recruited as they make a huge difference in
cutting crime and also deterring crime. They are an asset in this country
and more should Be invested in them.
I live in a village, we never see a policeman
Rather than take on some young university academic as a potential
policeman/woman , recruitment should be sourced within the community,
people who are aware of what is happening socially and can relate to
them..
This figure I'm guessing doesn't cover the on going costs of pension
provision and pay increases which would most likely mean those 50
down to say 30 again in 5 years to cover increased overhead.
I would like to see more pcso’s in our neighbourhoods getting to know
the local people deter crime and criminals. Engage with the community
and work closely with youths. I have to say I feel very safe when I see
pcso’s in my area they work so hard and really make a huge difference
The crime rate will still remain the same no matter what. Now days police
is all about filling the forms and getting all the boxes ticked then getting
the criminials out there.
As long as the money results in a real increase.
This is dependant on how these new officers would be deployed?
Community policing, traffic etc.
Also what is the perceived impact of these new officers on the current
real and perceived levels of crime?
We must start to get our priorities right.
I want an increase of at least£3 a month
We definitely need more front line police officers. I support the increase
but I cannot afford the increase. I have had no pay increase for 3 plus
years. Last year I had to pay extra for my brown bin service. What else
will the council want us to pay for if we agree to this!
Get the police out of their cars and give them cycles.
As long as the money is spent on people and not processes
about time and a great idea
We need a higher visible police presence around Peterborough, centre
and neighbourhoods
I choose this option assuming that all has been done to eliminate waste,
and that all officers are constantly "on the job",i.e.,not secretly enjoying
kebabs somewhere.
P.S. I would also pay an extra pound if you catch the "carpenter" in the
next 12 months.
I would love to see more police on the streets but cannot afford to pay
more. My rent increased by 12% last year, council tax increased by 5%
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We already pay taxes, what is the point in increasing personal tax
allowances if we are being made to pay for more elsewhere? Don't look
down, look up, the government need to be providing this shortfall in
funding. My husband and I are both public sector not looking to get
more than the 1% pay increase this year, my husband being military isn't
even getting the 1% in April until the government "sorts the issues" I do
not want to have to reduce our earnings more, our employers are not
able to ask the public for more money.
Cambs Constabulary continue to waste £Ms on ridiculous working
practices for its officers and spending on expensive real estate.
Constantly bleating that there is not enough cash to fund the front line
while many officers work office hours for way above average pay is
madness.
There is no need to increase expenditure or to reduce officer numbers.
Much of your busget is simply wasted by outdated procurement.
Substantial savings can be effected in procurement of supplies,
equipment and hardware. Police custody vans are over engineered,
swappable body sections can be employed on regular production
chassis sets enabling huge economies of scale The police service is
lagging behind in the application of ICT. All officers for example should
be routinely working off tablet technology and documents automatically
and immediately stored on cloud technology. Different forces have
different systems, few match up. Cambridgeshire for example still uses
ancient twin CD audio technology for interviews when fully automated
secure data sets are available. Think ANPR for the written and spoken
word. There at many other options to be considered before automatically
increasing council tax especially as London bound commuters are facing
huge increases in annual rail season tickets ... please think again and
use your powers to get Westminster to fund any future increases from
central funds, especially as the current terror threat will require not just
police officers but highly specialist units, with little value for general
police duties.
I think i would pay more than the £1. We pay £40 a year for a brown bin
that only gets emptied every 2 weeks. I would pay £5 a month more if we
had more Bobbiea on the beat and more cops on the school runs to stop
some lazy ass parents parking where they shouldn’t.
Peterborough is frequently under-proportionately funded by the Govt and
given the complex needs of the City any improvement in levels of
policing must be supported. The proposal of £1 per household per month
seems very realistic and I would support this move even as a Band A
property tenant.
No police in whittlesey so i cannot agree to an increase its a disgrace
people take advantage cars parked on double yellows, zig zags, and
kerbs blocking wheelchair access all over town.
and for heavens sake get the officers to do something about the awful
level of dangerous driving in peterborough. this is currently totally
ignored
I find this survey one sided and bordering on blackmail along the lines
pay or else. Council tax has always contained the element for policing. If
the Commisioner and his entourage were scrapped how many more
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officers would that put on the beat. Policing in Wisbech is totally
ineffectual given the serious parking abuse alone.
I'd prefer that YOU, in an influential position work with other agencies
(such as local, county councils & M.P.s etc.,) to force the national
government to invest more - rather than cutting finance which we, as
taxpayers already pay before using that money to pay government debt
then asking us to pay even more in taxation for the same service.
Do your job properly - don't keep holding out a begging bowl to
taxpayers...
The police should be able to find equivalent savings like the LA have had
to do. Reduce wastage, don't just throw money at the problem. The first
cut could be to significantly reduce the salary of the Police & Crime
Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. He should be
paid no more than a PC.
It would be nice to see the ones we have!!
We are already having a 5% rise in our council tax!!
Abolish the post of the police and crime commissioner to save money
Aslong as it only funded this and nothing else
But I would like figures on officer sickness absence rates to be made
public plus actions taken to address rates of absence if above 5%
Although I'm not convinced we will get any additional officers as that
money will be needed just to maintain services
Option 1 does not mention the planned reduction in PCSOs
we live in northborough peterborough cambs we pay for police now and
we don't see any at all
Assuming this results in policing if Airfield Road to address the
thousands of offences being committed on a daily basis
We already pay way to much for a non existant service. You want more
money go to the government as they are the ones slashing your
budget.... Us council tax payers have had enough my wages arent going
to increase so where do you expect us to get the money from for this as
well as the council wanting more money
Like most public services they are bloated and very inefficient
Maybe they should look to streamline services before asking for more
handouts
No brainer, we should be paying even more than £1 extra a month.
Central Government should fund our police and other essential services
properly from general taxation. Good local policing should not be a
postcode lottery or determined by additional local taxes. Additionally, I
have no confidence that the money would be spent wisely by an office
(Police Commissioner) that no-one wanted and next to no-one has voted
for.
There remains considerable scope for the police to find savings. The
rank structure can be revised to enable more front line officers and fewer
chiefs. HQ staff - police and civilians need to be pruned.
Sack the crime commissioner, his assistant and all associated office
staff. Him and his department are not necessary and a complete waste
of money.
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I am sure we would not get one extra officer out this way, if there was
an increase of 55 police officers. We are taxed enough and get nothing
in return when you need the police. This is from experience. I cannot
even remember I last saw a policeman on the street in this area. We
don't even rate a PCSO.in an emergency.
As long as it actually puts 55 Full time officers in post!
Why only £1? surely between residents and business that request good
be easily increased.
If it was only the police £1 would be ok but it won't be, all other parts of
my council tax will also want an increase and my local government pay
isn't going to increase to that sort of level.
This would only be in the case where the 55 extra were in addition to the
planned 50 following the reduction in the number of PCSO's.
As a resident of Fenland the current ongoing structural changes within
the police mean we are likely to see a reduction in police visibility, a
likely reduction in response times and a reduction in activity against low
level ASB as there is no doubt the demand provided by Peterborough
will weight allocation of resources twd Pboro.
With this increased proposed 55 officers how can the PCC office ensure
the police provide an overall service to Fenland impacting upon
reduction of crime, prevention of crime and reassurance and not only
response capability.
The increase of 55 wont be immediate and doesn't address the problems
of today..
It’s about time the police also had decent pay increases
While I agree that numbers need to be maintained, there was an incident
outside my house where one man was apprehended and handcuffed,
and there were two Police vans and four police cars and officers present,
completely ridiculous. However an illegal rave on a business park at 4 in
the morning was told there were only 3 officers on duty that night.
Maybe better management of staff needed.
Whilst support further staffing we need to raise that we feel that our
village's area is not being served well. Crimes (note plural) in our area
happen on a daily basis, we never see police officers or PCSO's. We
feel that crime numbers are issued and little is done to investigate. We
do not hear of prosecutions. Being a criminal seems to be an easy way
to make a living.
Public liaison failed under recent leadership and has not been restored.
I could support option 2, BUT our village already pays enough to pay for
6 police constables and we NEVER see anyone.
More officers is a no brainer. But these must be front line officers on the
streets driving down crime by their presence.
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I can’t afford anymore with the increases in council tax, parking at work ,
longer journey to work because of relocation
WITH the proviso that Gamlingay sees a large increase in police
presence, to deal with a multitude of issues like parking, anti-social
behaviour for starters.
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money MUST be spent on the police though and we must see them
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£1 a year doesn't seem unreasonable and increases jobs.
On the understanding that the increase is used ONLY for the increase in
number of police officers and no other purpose.
I think its important to reverse the harm done by cuts to all public
services and events over the past year underline the importance of
frontline and neighbourhood policing.
It's less than rail travel has increased if you believe the press
Why should residents be left to find the additional funding for police
officers when the Government has made the cuts and should increase
their funding.
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